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PADUCAH. KY., TUESDAY EVENING,DECEMBER 17, 1907

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

Sixty Soldiers Under Veteran
UNUSUAL TRADE
CORTELYOU SICK
City Revenue From Many Sources
TO PRODUCE RIFLE
AND PHYSICALLY
EXPERIENCED BY Go to Hopkinsville Where People
Falls Off---New Administration THAT SHOT GOEBEL
Are in State Bordering on Panic MUCH EXHAUSTED
PADUCAH STORES
Faces Embarrassing Condition IN POWERS TRIAL
Yesterday Was Record Break- .Judge Cook. in Answer to Iner For Holiday Trade in quiry, Says He Will Convene
Special Term of Court if it is
Many Lines, Preferably Sub
stantial Goods, Wholesalers' Deemed Advisable.
Condition.
PLANTe:ItS

4

GET

((X)1)

PRICE

Yesterday was the busiest day of
the year with the local merchates
and some of them even report the
day as the busiest in their history.
The Christmas shoppers seem to be
out warner this year than usual.
The Illinois Central car employes
were down in force,' doing their
Christmas shopping, and a great
many country people were in town
conetbuting their share to the trade.
"We have had a better day than
the satire day tast year." sale one
clothier yeeterday. "We have had
more people In the store than we
could wait on satisfactorily today.
and Catristnias trade is starting off
better and earlier 'than It did last
year.
"We have sold _any number of
ladies' suits for Christmas gifts,"
teed a prominent dry goods merchant, "and the people seem to be
going In for the substantial gifts this
time. Our stocks are lower than they
were in this line a year ago, and we
had a very much larger stock than
last year's to start the season."
The wholesale people report a great
improvement in their trade, and expest it soon to approximate normal.
One wholesaler who bed cancelled his
order ?Cr fire works a menth ago
was eagerly trying to fill orders corning .rs great volume last week, by
horrowiqg from some of his conipeatore
This feature of the trae Is
notireabie in several lines, merchants
finding orders for different gueds_they
had cafteeilet not eeneeTliiir any
trade on It this season.
The farmers are in town he great
numbers and they all seem to have
money. Tobacco is coming in in great
volume this week, and the tendency
is to a higher price. "A farmer came
to us with a load of inferior tobseco
yesterday," sail a dealer today. "and
'neighed at us wheu we offered him
8 and 8le cents and said he hair bee"
offered 9. The weed is too high, but
the farmers have money and feel dieposed to hold it, and under pteisent
circumstances, they may force us to
pay the higher prices."
At the Pootoffice.
The annual Christmas rush is on at
the postoffice. and the clerks are
working ovyrtime to keep up with the
work. The rush of business has
started earlier this year with Uncle
Sam, as it has with all the others
who profit by the Chrietmas trade.
and to date the volume of business
done at the poseoffiee surpasses that
. et year by a good margin. The
indications are that the eix months,
ending with this month, will show a
big Increase.

Louisville, Dec. 17.-I By Unetea
Press.)--Sixty-six picked men of the
First Kentucky regiment, armed with
Krag-Jorgentrona and provided with
6,000 rounds of ammunition, lett for
Hopkineville to geard that city
againse another raid of the night
riders. Capt. Van Carroll, a Spanish
war veteran, is commanding. A letter received Indicates that "night
riders" are vindictive, because one
of their number was killed in the recent raid.
Business is paralyzed in Hopkins
ville•atal citizens are larder such a
strain that the presence of troops Is
considered necessary to restore a normal condition.
Ttoops Arrive.
Hopkinsville. Ky.. Dec. 17. (Saeciala-A
Louise-Ilk' company of
soldiers arrived this morning for
guard duty here.
Adjutant General Johnston left
for-Frankfort this morning. He
completed his inquiry at Cadiz, but
returned to talk on the reite.)ect.
May Have Special Term.
In a telephone message from Murray, Circuit Judge Cook stated that
he was willing to order a special
term of the Christian circuit court if
one was deemed advisable by the
people of Hopkinsville at any time
that could he fixed not to conflict
with his court schedule.
Judge Cook says he doubts the expedlon2y of an immediate session, as
he believes there should be plenty of
evidence in accumulation before the
impaneling of a grand July.

POSTMASTER GEN. Secretary Tait Declines to Property Tax, Licenses,Police OWEN MUST GIVE The Defendant Says He Had
Submit Political Fortunes to Court,Show Decline, in Spite
Nothing to Do With any ConWILL RELIEVE MR. Ethereal Waves and Says He of Increase of 20 Cents in $2,000 BOND FOR spiracy to Kill
William
Knows Nothing of Changes Tax Levy For 1907.
Goebel-Conclndes His Teti.,
HITCHCOCK OF IT in Situation.
HIS APPEARANCE mony Today.
Washington, D. *C., Dec. 17.- ROOSEVELT
PeitTY
RETURNS
Frank H. Hitchcock, first assistant
postmaster general, has been practie/Lily deposed by the administration
Washington, Dec. 17.-Secretary
as postoMee dispenser in the tweet,
and the work of 'handling appoint- Cortelyou is ill at hits home. His
menta down there, in which there Is physician says it is the grip, and that
any politics, has passed directly to the secretary mast renown in his
room for several days. The attack
Postmaster General Meyer.
of
grip is considered unusually seriIn the only cases that Nate arisen
in. the south in the last few weeks ous, owing to rundown rondition of
secretary.
Postmaster General Meyer has per- the
sonally handled them.'The Anniston,
Roosevelt Party Back.
Ala., ease was one of these. In that
Washington, Dec. 17.----The RooseLane the reconmiendaelon of the men
velt party arrived on the, Mayflower
who have been playing with Mr.
shortly after h o'clock and went heHitchcock was turned down and the
mediately to the white house.
recommendation of a new power In
the state was accepted. In two GeorTaft la Reticent.
gia appointments, about which there
New York, Dec. 17. Taft by
Is a fight in the senate. Mr. Meyer
wireless telegraph refused to make
is personally in charge.
Roosevelt's last
From now on he will handle politi- any comment on
es' appointments exclusively. Mr. proclamation, putting himself out of
Hitchcock received 'a tip about ton the race for renomination. He was
days ago to tarn over southern aps equally reticent on his own aspire.paintments of a political nature to kions. saying he has recelas1 no pot
the postmaster general. All other litical information. So far as he
appointments Mr. Hitchcock will care knows, the situation is ur.changed
since September.
for.
It is reported that Mr. Hitchcock's
activity in behalf of his former chief CABINET MADE BY LINCOLN
IS SAVED FROM FLAMES.
Cortelyou is responsible.

Southern Express Co. Fined.
Carthage, Tenn., Dec. 17.-In ths
criminal court here today the Southern Express company was convicted
on the charge of delivering whisky
to minors and fined. The Southern
VIENNA DEPUTIES RIOT.
Railway cerneany was indicted on
joint charge, but the attorney general
OLP Throws Inter et _Wow; at Pres&tadtaithrel that It could not be held.
dent of the House.
These cases are a series brought bVienna, Dec. 17. -There was a citizens in the effort to break up the
riotoui scene in the chamber of dep- wholesale importation and sale or
uties this afternoon. Members of whisky to minors.
the Btehenlan party interrupted the
Proceedings, and a Ruthenian depuDefective Flue Causes Fire.
ty threw a piece of wood at the presThe residence of William Smith, of
ident of the house. The Christian G15 Willie street, caught fire this
Socialists retaliated by attackina the morning at 1:30 from a defectiv.
Ruthenians. using chairs as weapons. flue. 11'he No. 2 fire company was
Several deputies sustained serious i-n- cal'ed and extinguished
the blaze
juries.
with a alight loss.

THIEF EXPECTED TO FIND LARGE SUM
OF MONEY CONCEALED IN THE STORE
- M. H. Gallagher's Grocery and PADUCAH OFFICER
Saloon, Ninth and Trimble
Streets. Thoroughly Ransacked in Search of Hoard.

THREW ROCKS THROUGH
WINDOWS OF RESTAURANT.

CATCHES ESCAPE
FROM EDDYVILLE
Ed Martin-, alias leewist.Slaughter,
an escaped convict, was captured at
Kenton. Tenn., Saturday by Detective
T. J. 'Moore and returned to the Eddy
vale -penitentiary. Captain Moore
was paid a reward of $100 for his
work. Martin's liberty extends over
a period of two and a half months,
but he has covered a great deal of
territory In that time, having been
heard from its the cities of Evansville.
St, Louis, Pittsburg, Mobile and Canton. Miss. Detective Moore followeu
his movements by way of decoy letters and finally landed him at the
Tennessee town. He was sent up two
years ago front Princeton on a highway robbery charge.

ENJOINS UNFAIR LIST
Washington, Dec. 17.-A tempor-

ary restrain-trig order was granted by
"Uncle Jimmy Butler" caused a
Juetice Gould against the further
great deal of excitement at the
Union station by throwing rocks
publication by the American Federathrough George Martin's restaurant
tion of Labor of its "We do not
windows this morning. "Uncle Jimpatronize" list in so tar as it affects
my" was employed as a restaurant
the Buck Stove and- Range company,
clerk and this morning wanted his
of St. Louis.
pay. When Mr. Martin gave it to
as not
him. "Jimmy" thought it
right; so Martin explained matters
and everything was thought to be
a
settled; outside "Jimmy" threw
Judge Reed will empanel a special
couple of vocks through two winpetit jury tomorrow to try the robMartin.
Mr.
WS,
alt.
dows and one
bery charges against Mose Vaughan
Martin ran out with a stove poker
and dames Tucker, charged with asIn his hand to chase Butler away,
saulting and attempting to- rob Herbut instead of being seem( Jimmy
bert Blackburn on the river bank. •
Martin:
to throwrotad"kr
The cases against .the fir negro
Tag,- engaged in a rock duel Until
Rain and earmer tonight, probe- women. charged with breaking Into
Jimmy rah. Police were notified of
Cornelia Reed's house, may also be
the trouble and they hunted for lay turning to snow Wedneeday. lois,
jught.s.,,,, r,k1t,LireA tomorrow, if Indictments are re,leesetts-,t4aeoseer: bet _he roultl_neL
esee yeeeletay IS, towels sedgy est, Itterned todey by -the grand jury.

SPECIAL PETIT JURY

eSNTOW:

New Outlaw brogue.
Philadelphia. Dec
new
17--A
outlaw baseball league has
been
formed. it is composed cf clubs in
Philadelphia, Brooklyn, Newark, Pat
terson, Baltimore and Reading. Al
W. Lawson will be the president and
the new organization is to be known
as the United League of Professional Baseball Clubs of America. Dr.
Francis E. King, of Baltimore, was
elected vice president.
Dead for Revenge.

441.

LAWSON -SHOWS SYSTEM
Two quarts of whisky, a bottle of
TO ['REST. ROOSEVELT. gin, two boxes of cigars and four dollars in money were stolen from the
Washington. Dec. 17.-Thomas W. grocery and saloon of M. H. GallaLawson, spent a half hour today with gher, Ninth and Trimble streets, last
the president. He wouldn't say the nigist by a burglar, who entered the
object of his visit outside of stating place through a front window. The
he wanted to see if the white house store had the appearance of having
was still there.
been ransacked generally, the supposition being that the burglar thought
TO QUIT SEN.ITE.
there 'was a large amount of money
concealed about the place.
Senate'. Mallory, of Florida, Wilt Not
Tle sale:eon .of Oscar Dersker, at
ite a -Candidate.
Twelfth and Harrison streets, was
also entered, but the only thee,
Pensacola, Fla., Dec. 17.-United missed by the proprietor woe a lot of
-Slates Seitator Stephen R. Mallory to- chewing and smoking tobacco. The
day announced that he will not be a thief entered the Denker place
candidate for re-election. He is tier i- through a side window.
ously 111 at his home here and realizes that he must retire trom public
life to regain his health.
THE WEATHER.

Evansville, lud., Dec. 17.-A walnut cabinet made by Abraham Lincoln and prized beyond value was
saved front a eiSanteeefs fire in the
residence of rafted States Commissinner J. W. Wearteuann yesterday
afternoon. A corner of the celeinet
was burned off.
Private, and as
et unpub. tea
conresponderwe
between
Captain
Wartmarfh and W. H. Herndon, Lincoln's law
partner, was damaged.
The correspondence deals largely
with Lincoln and is to be the basis
of a magazine article by Captale
Wart mann.
Captain Wartmann directed the
firemen to save the cabinet if they
had to let everything else burn.

Chicago, Dec. 17 -Ferdinand Marigleino, 22 years old. wa; shot dead
for revenge in an alley at the rear of
78 Bunker street today. The bullet
had been sent through his heart by
an avenging husband.
.Merigleina had been shot -to death
by Augustine Goeco. who found the
young man attacking his wife, who
was resisting with all her strength.
With the aseletanee of two boarders,
Goeeo carried the body to an alley
and hurled it fa a gartsage box.
Goeco claims that the attack on
the woman justified his action.. He
Is now under arrest.

ABOUT 75 VICTIMS

With au increase of 20 cents on
the $100 in the tax levy, indications
are that the total fawners, for the - Murray, Ky , Dec 17, iSpecial.)city for 1907 will not much exceed The bond of Ethan Owen, charged
that of last year, and the new admin- 'with attempting to fire Z. C. Graistration will start its term with a ham's and R. Down's tobacco wareconsiderable load to bear. To date, houses, flan fixed at $500, has been
it is said, property tax collections ratted to $2.000 by order of County
enampl. to only $110,000 in round Judge Wells. It is supposed that adnumbers, as compared with $148,- ditional evidence has been secured
384.15 last year, including Decem- by the detective working on the
ber. Of course. December collec- case. Owen had arranged to give
tions will bring up the amount me- the $50-0 bond when the amount was
trel thousand dollars for this Year. rafted.
According to statements made by
License collections have gone down
Deteettive
Marshall. Owen told him
front $4,0,556.77 to approximately
$38,000, and police court revenue he was to realve Ilea, for the job,
but he refused to tell who employed
bus tumbled about $1,00C front g6,him. Owen still stoutly protests his
914.56. last yeir's total, of fines and
innocence.
forfeitures. .
Deficits also are antielpated
in
killed With an Ax.
some departments, rateably
police
Poplar Bluff, Mo., Dec 17.-Late
and fire departments, which have
now nearly used up their budgets of yesterday at Ash Hall, a small town
$2e,00.0 and $28,500, respectively., nine miles east of here, Jim Bs.ggett
The total collections last year killed a man by the name of Sifford,
were $217,809.63. Up to date this splitting his head open with a double
year they have been about $21'5.0100. bit ax. The killing took place in
Riverside hospital's revenue shows a Siffodas yard.
Both men were loggers and the
slight increase, but there is a deficit
In the hospital fund: year old tax trouble came up over Sifford's wife.
collections are considerably better, Baggett escaped to the woods and is
and other small items show a slight still at large. The sheriff and the
gain; but the fixed estimated sources deputies are searching for the hiding
of income have disappointed the fie- m-an, but no trace of him has yet
been found.
ail officers.
Perhaps, a
political campaign
caused a slamp in some offices; but
the property tax collections fell behind in the fall, when the market
slumped, as indicated by the fact
that poll taxes are equal to those of
last rear. The poll taxes are paid by
the same I eople, who pay property
tax, and tie. bills are made out with
the June taxes, showing that the
June taxes were paid.
The city should derive rbout $18,000 more revenue from property tax
this year. estimating ft on the same
valuation as last year, beeause the
rate was increased 20 cents on the
3100, gaing up from $1.65 to $1.85.
property
That throws real estate
taxation at this date $47,000 behind. Instead of $29,004).
Early in the new year, probably,
the city will have to borrow money
again to meet the pay-roll as usual,
giving short term notes.
City Treasurer Dorian is anxious
that property taxes be paid up as
promptly as may be, BO that the city
may meet her obligations.

TOBACCO mutiviN0
Clarksville, Tenn., Dec. 17.-The
new crop of tobacco Is beginning to
appear, and the receipts last week
were 36 hogheeads. The sales were
only 3 heirwheads of old tobsceo. at
unchanged prices. Favorable weather has resulted in much tobacco being brought here to the independent
dealers
and
association
prizing
houses. The Dark Tobacco Growers'
association is now formulating its
plane for the sale of the 190e crop
of tobacco. and has, no doubt, fixed
Its schedule of prices, but they have
not yet been published. For old tobacco the following prices are quoted:
Low lags. $6.01.1 to $6.25; common
lugs, $6.50 to $7; medium lugs, $7.25
to $7.75; good lugs, $8 to $S.50;
low leaf, $-8.76 to $9.75; common
leaf. $9.50 to $10; medium leaf,
$10.25 to $11; good leaf, $11.25 to
$12.00.

Xmas Jug Trade Up to Average I

HOW GUN

WAS

DISPOSED OF.

Georgetown, Ky., Dec. 17.-(Specia1.1-At the close of six hours' testimony yesterday in his own tseh-alt
Caleb Powers said the rifle with which
Goebel was assassinated had been
found and was in the possession of
the defense. An effort will be made
to trace the weapon direct: to Heure
E. Youtsey. The gun was discovered
in the posseseion of Albert Helten.
of Knox county, in exactly the state
it was at the time Goebel was shot..
leelton took it from Frankfort after
the assassination-, having found it.
Powers this morning testieed he
was never in. any conspiracy to ate
sassinate Goebel. He completed his
direct examination and cross-examination was begun by Franklin.
The Marlin rifle, calibre 48-55,
which was used in killing Goebel,
was introduced In evidence today.
Witnesses will be introduced to
trace its whereabouts since 1900,
showing that Henry Youtsey
gave
the gun to a man named McKnight;
who passed it to
Albert Helton.
Youtsey testified he gave it to the
negro janitor, Ben Howe.
Earthquake -Recorded.
Washington, Dec. 17.-A very
small earthquake was recorded at the
weather bureau yesterday afternoon,
beginning at 12:57.26 p. ne
The
amplitude of motion throughout the
disturbance was very small and
only barly dieting-Wettable on the
records.
Dl tticam.t: BALLOON.
War

Department to Construct
Model Aerial Machine,

Washington, Dec: 17.--Specifications for the construction of a dirigible Galloon for use of the army, and
for which the signal office of the war
department asked propoeals, were issued today by General Allen, as the
chief signal officer. The specific-tat-isms
are frapied with tthe view of securing the beet possible balloon ethic's,
the latest developments in aerial navigation can' produce.
The balloon is to be of silk. inflated
with hydrogen, capable of carrying
two persons weighting 350 pounds.
with 100 pounds of ballast; must bp
capable of making a speed of 2(1
miles per hour in still air, thou"
lower steed may be proposed at reduced cost, down to 16 miles.

A••

OPERA WAR BEGUN.
The Cade will take out one of the • tory, and the peanut and cotton
business have flattened, there is no
biggest trips of Christmas jugs that
diminution in the number of orders
good boat has carried in many days, for whisky jugs. Orders were
a
when she departs on her trip up the little late in coming in this season
Tenneasee river tomorrow afternoon. and some dealers read in this a slack
On the last trip she had a good car- in the trade; but the last few days
go of jugs but this week it will be the mails have been freighted with
business on Stecond
the principal item of Might. Up-the- orders and
The Clyde
river men are accustomed to sacelfic- street is quite lively.
lag anything to assure their Christ- will take out her largest load today.
will
mas "good eheere' and' this year, and Saturday the Kentucky
while there is rarely anything doing have a big one, too, as it is the last
in the railroad tie line, one of the boat to make the trip before Christprincipal products of that vase terri- mas.

SEVERE STORM AT SEA
CAUSED HER INJURY

Yolande, Ala., Dec. 17.-It is now
known that mine explosion victims
will be between, 72 and 75. ThirtyMrs. Henry Well, 6114 Broadway,
two bodies were recovered early this
has returned from a several months'
morning by searching parties.
visit to relatives in Germany, but
is confined to her borne by illness
resulting from a trying voyage over.
The Alp was in a severe storm and
Mrs. Weil was thrown ,across the
sabin and quite badly hurt. At
Cleveland, Ohio, she was too ill to
make the journey alone, and was
met by her son, Mr, Jesse Well, who
went to accompany her. She Is'able
to be up now.

ROBERTSON FINED
IN MURRAY COURT
AND APPEALS CASE

ABE HUMMEL DYING
New York, Dec. 17.-Physlcians at
Blackwell's Island penitentiary say
that Abe Hummel, the Lawyer who is
serving a sentence, will probably not
live through the day. Governor
Illugige is being petitioned to pardon
Hummel so he won't die in prison.

Now York. Dec. 17.-.1 war of
opera managers is threatened
by
Beinrieh Conreid, marrager of the
Metropolitan opera house, who antnounces that he will take legal steps
to prevent Mms. Tetrazzint the prima
dono who has recently created
a
furor in London, from appearing in
America except under his management. The singer has been announced to appear at the Manhattan oisera
house January 15.
Mr. Conreid states that he signed
a contract with MmeeTetrazzini in
1904, under the terms of which sloe
was not to sing In America for three
years except under his managerieert.
This contract, he says. he is prepared
to enforce.
Oscar
Hammerseein
saye the singers will surely appear at
the Manhattan, as advertised.
MKSI SITYVESANT FISH

NEGROES ELECTROCUTED
Many Chicago Proxies for
FOR KILLING TWO WOMEN, Coralled
Her Husband.
Trenton, N. J., Dec. 17.-Charles
Gibson and Stephen Dorsey, negroes.
were electrocuted today in the state
prison. They were convicted of killtrig two women, while 'trying to rob
them.

AT GOLDFIELD

Murray, Ky., Dec. 17.-(Special
--L. Robertson, of Paducab, was convicted In police court yesterday Oh
Goldfield, Dec. 17.-Firet consignseveral warrants charging him with ment of etrIke6reakers, e.baut 45, arselling whisky without a license and rived today. There was no demonfines amounting in all to $2e0- were stration. The men went to the mines
Imposed. Robertson made occasional prepared to work. Fifty more are
trips to Murray, which is his former due tomorrcr._ One of the, largest
home, and is alleged to have brought. milleaern three ghetto late night and
whisky in a suit case and sold ita to today the Bret e since, the trouble
friends.. Robertson deelartiehie 4100- ,began Euvettle
cenee and the cases will be appealed morrow for San Francisco. It is said
to the circuit court.
Ile will recommend reducing the numAlfonso Clark, a farmer, was Cleo ber of troop* to 200, that they may
aped con_ several charges of the seine ...lm,left here en eieter on a wefts• tforary move.
offense

Conned Will Try to Prevent Tete
razzini Appearing Independent.

NEW CIGAR FACTORY IS
TO BE STARTED IN CITY.
Young & Ohey are proprietors of
a new cigar factory to be started on
South Third
street
next
week.
The proprietors are both
practical
cigar makers and start. into business
with flattering prospects of success.

Grain Market.
St. Louis. Dec. 17.- Wheat.99 34;
57: oats, 54.

COM,

Chicago, Dec. 17.-When Mrs.
Stuyvesant Fish, wife of the former
president Of the Minute Central railroad, was in•Chieago last October, she
accomplished more in the way of getting proxies for her husband than antone else.
Among the Chicago stockholders of
the ra.ilroad are many prominent people whom Mrs. Fish knew socially as
well as personalily. It is said that she
went to the houses of thsse people
and personally elated them to give
the proxies to her husband, and most
of them complied with her request
She came there from Newport in
ateleeaad-caeiled-ostAtter
ous friends. She said the tall wee
merely a racial one, but bedore sill
.eft she had the promise of at least
few_that their proxies would he Si
te the termer president.

rt,

TYSON SAYS SIX MONTHS.

QUEEN CAROLA

PENSION OFFICE

NEW THEORY SUCCESS=
FUL IN. INDIANAPOLIS

The medical term for "kidney trouble" is Nephritis. Medical works
agree that it Is curable during the
LOUISVILLE MAY RE ABOLacute or ltrst tago end that it is le- OF S %4\ IS DEAD AND LIES IN AT
ISHED BY (X)NGRESS.
N.
ele, IT DRESDE
curable in the second or ehrotee
stage.
When Is the line crossed? One of
the latest authorities, James Tyson,
Satisfy"...
Winter Garden 011ie James Expects to Get
M. D., professor of medicine in the Death Caine to lier in
Coniiiiittee .essignment—
tory
to
Remeved
Villa—Will Be
University of Penuayarania, says in
.4 Postmaster.
Court Church.
his late work, page 121, that the
changes have been observed as early
as the tenth week and are probably
I
Phone 765.
"Mr. R. F. Campbell, of 3224 West
Washington, D. C.. Dec. 17.—In a
Phone %58.
establisled in all cases by THE
The new thebory (backed up by his
.
Dresden, Dec. 17.—The body of
Secreta?a of the preparation) advanced by L. T. Washineton street, had this to say CA
•
congress
to
report
SIXTH MONTH.
Dowager Queen C‘rpla, of Saxony,
Interior Garfield recommends that Cooper with regard to the cause or his experience with, Cooper: '1 have
The name Nephritis meats inflamwho died early yesterday. morning, is
I
books
the
and
the pension agency at Louisville and most Ill health of the present genera- been a victim of stomach trouble for
mation of the kidneys
garden
winter
lying in state in the
seventeen other agencies be abol- tion Is being sown broadcast by this the past ftva yeans—sick and sufferthe
having nothing •for it physicians
It
of the villa where the end came.
ing pain all the time. Everything I
lie.says the pensions business 3 ming man.
ished.
have been helpless (the deaths have
will be transferred to the Catholic
ecoand
easily
Tyson
more
Prot,
and
handled
ate distressed me. I have been under
human
be
daily),
the
can
grown to 170
Cooper believes that
court church in Dresden this evening
the pensioner stomach has become degenerate in the treatment of many physicians,
paying
by
y
nomicall
plainly says: Page 156 as to curathe second
,
bcdside of Mrs. Urne's mother, wao tive measures to restore the kidney mad will ther lie in state
from Washington.
civilized races and claims that good and have taken all kinds of medicine
time until the funeral, which has
Is not expected to lies.
I
relief.
ted.
me
E
Reappoin
afforded
BELIEV
Wallace
of
stomwhfah
the
"I
none
,
to its normal condition.
health is impossible unless
been set for Wednesday evening.
James A. Davis received a telegram THERE ARE NONE."
The president reappointed C. C. ach is re-vitalized. This he detail) to was greatly. discouraged, and was,
Gazette announces that
The
official
d.
front his son, Ed Davis, in St. Louie
Richmon
er of
about ready to give up, when Mr.
The inevitable logic of this situado with his preparation.
mourning. Wallace postmast
to come at once, as .he was in a criti- tion is that as Fulton's Renal Com- there will be ten days of
hot fight. Wallace's
lis
a
Ky.,
same to this city to introduce
eliding
Indianapo
Cooper
from
the
An article
condolence have been
Bennte Schroder has returned from cal condition and probably would. die. pound is the only, thing known that Telegrams of
appointment was a great surprise to Star, during Cooper's stay in that city his preparations.
August
k
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Existing conditions are compelling us to make some
radical reductions in our clothing prices. We bought
too many fine Suits and Overcoats this season---more
than we can sell in the regular way. Our regular prices
are fully one-third less than other stores selling equal
qualities and workmanship, so you will realize that this
is an opportunity which you cannot afford to overlook.

Wisconsin Youth Shoots Down Interleafed Man.
Fort Atkinson, Wis.. Dec. 17.-Frank Popite, 19 years old, killed
his father at his hum e on Clarence
Street today. The father while intoxicated and armed with a butcher knife
chased his wife around a room. and
Frank interfered to save his mother.
After being shot in the head by his
son Popke ran out of the house closely followed by the youth, who fired
again, the shot hitting the old man
in the back, killing him instantly.
lefanketave himself up to the police

Bank Certificates Taken Same as Cash

Deal her one diamone, and it will
fill a royal flueh on a maiden's cheek

Your Money Back if Not Satisfied
IS,
of •

Real Estate Agency.

1.011 mlii.

M. MARKS
See WincloWs.

Market Square

KILLS FATHER TO SAYE MOTHER

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching,Blind, Weeding or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
days or money refunded. 50c.

Use the
Diamond Rubber
Stamps
the continual writing
over the same thing. They are
not expensive. Send usan order.
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Prices Right.

FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
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ELECTIOCAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed:
Complete machine shop.
Phonsii.78'7

1Y2-124 N.Fourth St.

PRO NO UNC ED CpARACTER
of a highly matured whiskey
is indicated by bouquet produced by age.

Early Times
And

Jack Beam
Nino Summers Old

The governmont stamp will so indicate on every bottle.

The Diamond Stamp Works115 !. Third V. Phases 358.
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Often a single dose Of Ayer's Cherry
at bedtime will completely control the nigla!
coughs of children. It is a strong medi- P
eine, a doctor's medicine, entirely free from
and alcohol. Made only for diseases of Oa:
Askyour doctor to tellymu, honesIN
lungs. Full
frankly. just what he thinks of Ayer's throat, bronchial tallies, and
z Ch.:,ry rectur..I. Then do as he say, formula on each label.
Low•it /Asa.

OneDose

'ilonci.

cot away, for a tittle
at least, by the refusal of the Chi-se to look upon the arrangements
'lie Japanese goverment has bean
making as inspired by an unselfish
desire to preserve their territory from
'foreign occapatioa.
On the other hand, according to the
terms of the 'protest, the eel wu pa,
Insult to National Pride - Were'the Chinese toheign tine, believes
the 'arrangements were ,teelt•ed en'tirely by ambition, that they attack
the sovereignty cChina. that they
violate the (spirit of the Japanese asInfringement on Sovereignty of Em. wurances, and, finally. t!:at t it-y are
title Resented By Mongolians
designed to give an opening wedge
in Polite Terms.
to Japan and European powers further to acquire Chinese territory at
an opportune time.

CHINA WILL CURB
JAPS' AMBITION

wometti',,
vereity of Chicago the
dormitories have developed fcluntaal
wit
Which
heads of humor, from
springs as spontaneously as oil from
John D Rockefelleen wells In India
•
z31a. .Most of the' numerous "gags"
MURDERER ola coNiworring
the founder's expense are sus.at
THOUGHT TO BE.
pected to have emanated from this
source. Recently the weeds have
evolved a new jest, or rather anew
Missouri Sheriff Goes to Identity Mau version of an old one, which starts,
WAS FACtOR
off like this:
Suspitted of Slaying Jame, A.
like
"Why Is J. Plerpont Morgan
Wolfe.
Pharaoh 's daughter?"
Why how
"Can't you guess it?
Washington, D. C., Dee.
perfectly stupid of you.
China has ‘taken action to curb the
Cape Girardeau, Mo., Dec. 17.-"3. Piereont Morgan is like Pha- pretensione of Japan with respect to
Sheriff Gober, of Scott couuty, passed raoh's daughter because they both her territory. In a formal note cernthrough this city today on his way to foynd a little prophet in the rushes inunicated to the powers of the world
Joppa, III., where a yeung negro Is on the banks."
she has protested against agreements
held who Is believed to be Silas
the Tokio goverument has been makDewar° of the luau whose debts ing with foreign states, insisting they
Young, wanted for murder. Young
Is known to have shot and ki:led don't WONT him. lie yould steal are inflingements upon her sorerJames A. Wolfe, a Frisco conductor. your umbrella if he sa* t in the eignity whiqh she cannot pernitt.
January 23 last. at Chaffee. A re- veatibulta of a church.
No action will be taken by the
ward of WO is offered for his cap
Un,ited States with regard to the Chiture.
lies° protest, but it is significant as
All the patent medicines and showing that the Japanese have failed
CO-ED HUMOR
toilet articles advertised in this In their policy, adopted immediately
paper are on sale at
to:lowing the war with Russia. to
Wryer% Like Phardall's" Daughter..
convinre the vast yellow empire that
'1
Finding Prophet in Rushes,
its interests demanded affiliation
Fourth and Broadway.
tee .it the unt-'
Chicago, Dec, ia
with Japan.
To diplomats In Washington the
attitude of China adds another check
to the ambitious program of the
Tokio government. Japanese officials
never have concealed their purpose
to establish and niaintain the most
Nothing you can give him would be more
friendly relations wilt China, the ulti
appropriate than a box of choice cigars.
mate Object bellfg to gain the miliOur assortment of cigars is absolutely above
tary as well as moral support of
400.000A00 people inhabiting that
criticism. We have cigars to match the taste of
. In a war with a foreign
country,
every smoker. young or old. All the leading impower such an immense reserve
. posted and domestic brands, including the famous
would be of incalculable value to the
National Brands.
doughty warriors of Japan.
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JaPanese evertrues
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As this is in eontraveution of th
principle of the integrity of the empire, which the United States originated, and to which all the powers
have adhered, the wai wu pu has
made strong itepresentations at Tokio
denouncing especially tin' JapaneseFrench agreement, and IL:15 eornmunicated its action to :al the great
powers.
Tart's Speech a Factor?
There is no reason to believe that
the Jvanese will abrogata the agreements or that rhAia will adopt any
other than diplomatic nieaeures to
bring this about; but the protest can
only be regarded with equanimity by
the government here, according to
the diplomatic view, because it insures the sympathy of the Chinese
for the United States -in the present
condition of our relations with Japan.
It is believed here that in reaching
the decision to make its protest the
eat wu pu was ,nfluerred partially
by the strong speech Secretary Taft
made at Shanghai. China. ,in which
he dwelt strongly upon the friendly
feelings this country entertains for
the Chinese, and the determination
all Americans feel to uphoal all the
principles o the integrity of China
and the open door.

t
consent to be drawn into a struggle
with -this country.
Outlook for World Peace Bright.
Russia is still burning mind •r the
hutnillation, of defeat in the ManFrance believes bet
churian war.
territories in. southern Asia and
rights in China are protected, for
moment, by her agreement e .•
Japan. But she would not assist the,
latter power. Germany could be relied- upon to give moral support to,
the United States.
1
The international outlook for peace
on the eve of the sailing of the battleship fleet is more satisfactory than
It has been for some time.
The recall of Viscount Aoki be- ,
cause of his efforts to remove al,'
friction lietween the two count will now be ascribed entirely to
ternal politic*, in all probability,
dispatches from Tokio *thew that
attempt is being made to place to,
his shoulders the blame of having violated a promise to negotiate a treat)
of immigratian which he is alleged
to have wade to'Prealdent Roose‘i •
AA a matter of fact. no such pron.
ever was given by the enthuse, :
and consequently could 1.ot have be, :
violated.
President Shows Respect for Aoki. ,
The prtsident entertaius high respect and admiration for Viscoun,
Aoki and intends to stri-rw he has ,
sympathy with his critics by inv1- 1
him and Vieeounfeas Aoki to his-,
deem at the whlte house the latter
part of this week. It is expecte, '
that on this oteae,
will charge his go
message to the Japanese peol,
breathing with an earnest desire le
have restored, at as early a date as
ponsible. the friendly relations whi •
so happily existed prier to and di..
trig the war between Japan and Bus-
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W. B. McPherson's Drug Store,
Sole Agente Eastman ho dake anilliatater•..

That's it—where you want it—when
you want it—and if you only
knew how easy it is to carry from
room to room—and how mud,
cheery comfort you can have with a

PERFECTION
Oil Healer
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

You would no longer be without one.
-No smoke—no smell
this is the
Perfection maxim. Because the smokeless
device is smokeless you can have
direct, glowing heat from every ounce
ol oil. Brass font holds 4 quarts--

4

burns 9 hours. An ornament any.
in japan and nickel.
Every heater warranted.
The"fay°
Lamp
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ptrasure
your magazine a
papa S 51Ye3 a Lae
Last. alsarly light Equipped with die laical unproved central graph
leaner. Male el lamas eackel plead. Lee, lamp oarrasSi
Wnte wit nearest agency ler descriptive circular 11 yea dee

U. Periecaaa 011 Heater it Ray* Leap at year dealer's.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(incorporated)
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The arMaid—"Dost hear that? 'Tin
father. Fly, sweetheart, fly!"
The Courier—"You mean flee!"
The Malci--"As you like, but this
Toklo's Ambition Meets Cheek.
no time for entomological distincis
Japan
nemst
defection.
China's
With
come to realize, in the %,,,e held hero. tione."—Illustrated Bits.
a
that her position does 11.4 juat
Japan's Motives Alre. Sii•lit t
course towards the United States
'he
But all chance of
provocative of strained relations. if
not of actual war.
MISCALLED "HAIR TONICS."
In the first !Aare, the ilr'tish herNloat, Hair Preparation,' Ave alerely ;ailment, 'Which has :tried itself with
314 Broadway
Japan by treaty, looks with serious
Scalp'Irritante, of No Value.
disfavor upon steps which are dan
TRUNK AND LEATHER GOODS STORE
peace of the pacific.
a Most hair preparations are merely gerous to the
Ambeasador Bryce wit retiirn to
scalp irritants, miscalled hair tonics.
We are displaying a very
When hair is brittle, lusterieus and London in a short time and explain
begins to fall out, the dandruff germ to the authoritiet in the English capline of Trunks,
complete
is getting in its deadly work at the ital that President Roosevelt does
doing
Is
everyand
war
want
not
Cities and ai.
Since
Suit
vitality.
the
Grips,
root, sapping
saience discovered that dandruff is a thing In his power to avoid it.
kinds of Leather Goods and
Mr. Bryce knows that the di,
germ disease there has been only
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the
to
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market
prices are most moderate..
battleship
the
the
on
our
put
of
preparation
one
that will actually destroy the dand- is a measure of precaution ratt.
You will find that best values
ruff germ, and that. is Newbro's than of offense. Unquestionably wi
and lowest prices are the poliilerpicide. It allays 'telling instant- he says will be transnialied to II
fever, destroya the germ: and the authorities ita„,lpitio, and thus coney of this eoneern.
falling hair stops, and hair grows firm what has been stated by Visluxuriantly. Ask your druggist for count Aoki, the Japanese ambassador
In our znoehrn factory we
Herpicide. It Maws itching instant- here.
will do all kinds of repair
Moreover, Great Britain is neg.,ly, and permits the hair to grow.
work and build to order
Sold by leading druggists. Two t:ating with Japan for the settlement
sizes, 50c. and $1. Send 10c. in of the same question affecting Canada
Trunks, Sample Cases, etc.
stamps far sample to The Herpicide and her Pacific colonies which the
Co., Detroit. Mich. W. 13. McPher- United States has—that of 'Immigration. Finally the British would not
son. Special Agent.
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City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.

INSURANCE AGENTS

ABRAM L. WELL & CO.
Steam Boiler,
Benda,
Plate Glue,

Fire,
Life,
Accident,

Cargo,

Health,
Liability.
Automobile,

Office Phones 211,,3::,

Hull,
Elevator.
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et v. 7 26

Campbell E3uilding, PciduCah,
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A GREAT SALE OF FINE CUT GLASS
At Wholesale Prices
OT often is an opportunity of this this kind given you, right in the
heart of the Christmas buying season, but the luckiest purchase of
our lives enables us to offer you a chance which surpasses in importance
any "bargain" event Paducah has ever known. A short 'time ago we
bought the entire surplus stock of a big jobbing house, way below cost.
The goods have arrived and we are prepared for a record-breaking sale,
for we now offer you an opportunity to buy fipe Cut Glass at

N

Saving of From One=Third to One half
of the prices asked elsewhere, and which we would be compelled to charge
under ordinary circumstances. That's a liberal discount, isn't it? And
you can easily check the truth af it from Our knowleged of cut glass
values. if you are seekitig some especially suitable gift for mother., wife
or sweetheart, make it a handsome piece of -cut glass, for where is there a
woman who does not admire the jewel like brilliancy of fine cut glas ?

L.W.HENNEBERGER CO.
of pieces but not many of a kind, so don't put
There is
an immense
_ _
_ assortment
_
oil your selection too long. Make your choice now; we will lay it away till Xmas I
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422-424 Broadway
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indeed Japan to lastituto her jingo
By sending the fleet on this long
voyage Roosevelt has caused newspapers and periodicals to prod-tie.'
maps, showing the long comet line
the fleet must folloe, thus demonstrating the need 'of the Panama
canal. As the fleet sails up the Pacific and the leagues stretch out behind it and up the Atlantic coast.
New York and Boston and
Baltimore and Philadelphia will begin to
fidget and realize that without
a
fleet to guard them they are helpless. Their papers will reflect the
popular feeling and then the papers
of the middle west will answer, that
when the fleet is in the Atlantic the
Pacific coast Is defenseless.. Vfliat's
the answer? Two fleets, is it not?
The "bold Roceseveltian stroke!"
Again it has triumphed. Even the
Democratic press grows almost pati9OfTc 'ia-V-ef the
Adniffilf
Evans' fleet.'
We have had
presidents, who
have listened more intently for the
tt,lantour of the people; but we never
had a president, who had more coatfidence in
the people. Roosevelt
never has his ear to the ground 03
catch the tread of popular opinion.
In apparently defying the public demand and then winning the people
to his side, he has astounded old
politicians and time and again embarrassed prominent
ince
It
is
simply a manifestation of his faith
In the people and his genius for dramatic effect. Certain the people will
choose the right when they understand the case„ he sets about in the
fullest conficlehce to get the facts
before them in the most effective
manner, and he never has failed.
"A bold Rooseveltian stroke!" To
have instilled a feeling of good fellowship in the hearts of South
American statesmen; to have brought
about good will between Central
American states; to have instituted
the forest reserve, started river improvements on a systematic plan; to
have reclaimed the desert, inaugurated a policy of conserving the nas
tion's natural resources; to have begun digging the Panama canal; to
have built up the American marine
--are not these sufficient glary for
one administration? • How far back
shall we have to go to find -such another?

BLINDFOLDED
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A Mystery Story
of San Francisco
ST
EARLE ASHLEY WALCOTT
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(Continued from last lasue.);
"It's a bad job, but if you must, you
must," he groaned. And he soon had
three horses under the saddle.
I eyed the beasts with some disfavor. They were evidently half-mustang, and I thought undersized for
-1i-uch a Journey. 13tit I was to learn
before the night was out the virtues

farther, and the train hasn't gone up
yet."
There was no sign of life about the
station as we drew our panting, steaming horses to a halt before it, and no
train was in sight. The rain dripping
heavily from the eaves was th,e only
sound that came from it, and a dull
glow from an engine that .lay alone
on a siding was the only light that
was to be seen.
"What's the time" asked Thatcher.
"We must have made a quick trip."
"Twenty minutes past three," said I,
striking a match under my coat to see
my Watch face.
"Immortal snakes!" cried Thatcher.
"I'm an idiot. This is Sunday night."
I failed to see the connection of
these )startling discoveries, but I had
spirit enough to argue the case. "It's
Monday morning, now."
"Well, it's the same thing. The
freight doesn't run to-night."
I awoke to some interest at this announcement
"Why, Iri-got -to-rult,lie must
take to saddle again for the rest of the
way."
"These horses can't go five miles
more at that gait, let alone 25," protested Thatcher.
"Well, then, we must get other
horses here."
"Come," said Fitzhugh; "what's the
use of that when there's an engine on
the siding doing nothing?"
"Just the idea. Find the man In
charge."
But there did not appear to be any
man in charge. The engineer and
fireman were gone, and the watchman
had been driven to cover by the foul
wear.
We looked the iron horse over enviously.
"Why, this is the engine that came
up with the epeeist this noon," said
Fitzhugh. I remember the number."
"Good! We are ahead of the enemy,
then. They haven't had a chance to
get the wire, and we beat them on
the road. We must find the engineer
and get it ourselves"
"I've got an idea." said Fatsbugh.
"It's this: Why not take the machine
without asking? I was a fireman
once, and I can run it pretty well."
I thought a moment on the risk, but
the need was greater.
"Jost the thing. Take the money
for the horses to your friend there.
1'11 open the switch."
In a few minutes Fitzhugh was back.
"I told him," he chuckled. "He
says it's a jail offense, but it's the
only thing we can do"
"It may be a case of life and death,"
I said. "Pull out."
"There's mighty little steam herehardly enough to move her," said Fitshugh from the cab, stirring the fire.
But as he put his hand to the lever
she did move easily on to the main
track add rested while I reset the
switch.

of strength and endurance that lie in
the blood of the Indian horse.
What's that?" said Fitz"141st!
hugh, extinguishing the light.
The voices of the storm and the uneasy champing of the horses were the
only sounds that rewarded a minute's
listening.
"We must chance it," said I, after
looking cautiously into the darkness
and finding no signs of a foe.
And in a moment more we were
galloping down the street, the hoofbeats scarcely sounding in the softened earth of the roadway. Not a
word was spoken after the start as we
turned through the side streets to
avoid the approaches to the hotel.
Thatcher suddenly turned to the west,
and in another minute we were on
the open highway, with the steady
beat of the horses' hoofs splashing
a wild rhythm on the muddy road.
With the town once behind qs, I felt
my spirits rise with every stroke of
the horse's hoofs beneath me. The
rain and the wind were friends rather
than foes. Yet my arm pained me
sharply, and I was forced to carry
the reins in the whip hand. Here the
road was broader, and we rode three
abreast, silent, watchful, each busy
with his own thought, and all alert
for the signs of chase behind.
"There!" said Thatcher, suddenly
pulling his horse up to a walk. "We're
five miles out, and they've got a big
piece to make up if they're on our
track. Well breathe the horses a
bit."
The beasts were panting a little, but
chafed at the bits as we walked them
and tossed their heads uneasily to
the pelting of the storm.
"Hark!" I cried. "Did you hear
that?" I was almost certain that the
sound of a faint halloo came from behind us. I was not alone in the
thought.
said Fitzhugh.
"The dere fools!
Then I climbed back into the cab
"They want a long chase. I guess, to and sank down before the
warm blaze
Wiling
like a
go through the country
In a stupor of faintness as the engine
peek of wild Injuries."
glided smoothly and swiftly down the
"I reckon 'twat an owl," said Thatch- track.
er; "but we might as well be moving.
•
We needn't take no chances while
we've got a good set of heels, under (To be continued In next Lerati.)
us. Get tip, boys."
YOU DON'I' HAVE TO WAIT
The willing brutes shot forward into
Every dose makes you teelhetter. Lax- Poe
the darkness at the word and tossed
the rain drops from their ears with keep* your whole insides right. Said on the
^ncruey-bock plait everywnere. Price 60 cents.
many an angry nod.
recollection
of
splashdint
have
a
I
BURNS $10.000 IN BILLS; DIES.
ing over miles of'level road, drenched
with water and buffeted by gusts of
wind that faced us more and more, Fernley, Aged KS, Sets Fire to 'His
Savings of eare
with the monotonous beat of hoofs
ever in my ears, and the monotonous
Marion, Ohio, Dec. 17.--John C"
stride of the horse beneath me ever don, a farmer of this county, burl,
racking my tired muscles. Then we $10.40.0 in.-hills today a short time
slackened pace In a road that wound
before he died. Gordon was 85 years
in sharp descent through a gap In the
years old, and in the last few weeks
hills, and the rush and roar of a torhad grown childish. He had steadrent beneath and beside us, the wind
sweeping with wild blasts through fastly refused to put the $P.1,0100,
the trees that lined the way and cev- the .aavings of years, in the bank, but
ered the hillside and seeming to kept the bills under his pillow, This
change the direction of its attack at morning he amused himself by setting fire to them and watching tit,
every moment.
"'We'll make It. I reckon," said burn. Ile succumbed to'heart
Thatcher, at last. "It's Only two miles (•ase ,00n

Total
102,049
'Average, November, 1906.... 3,957
Average. November, 1907.... 3,925
Decrease
32
Personally appeared before me,
this December 3rd, 1907, R D. Mac)Lllen, business manager of The Sun,
who affirms that the above statement of the circulation of The Sun
for the month of November, 1907,
Is true to the best of his knowledge
and belief.
PETER PCRYEAR, Notary Pubric.
It doesn't make much difference
My commission expires January 22 what was you spell .it, It was the
1908.
Finnish line those Terrorists were
crossing when they were capturea
3esterday.
Daily Thought.
The Christian fellowship with God
Is rather a habit than a rapture.-OHISTE'.;CT km!era.
_
Cecil.
Aside from the frank
truthfulness of the following editorial of
Pittsburg is to he the seat of a the Chicago Tribune, we have
to
echool to study fire (hemp awl its thank the Tribune for a new name
teniedy. Pittsburg is the best place. for Ben Tillman:
"The Democrats in the United
we know. to study first hand most
of the industrial and soaaal sails of States senate should see in ,the currency question an opportunity to coour time.
operate in the enactment of much
needed remedial legislation. Having
A BOLD STROKE.
"A bold RooseveWan stroke" is a no statesmanship, and apparently no
Russian appreciation of the dispatch patriotism, they see onl3s an opporof the American flat to the Pacific tunity to make political capital out
ocean. No more masterful summary of the steps taken by the treasury
of the incident could be conceived. department to relieve the banking
it was one of those Ideas for which world and restore confidt flee to an
the president possesses a positive alarmed people.
"Unmindful of the defects in the
genius, the accomplishment
by a
single stroke, of what argument and currency system which necessitated
the relief meiasures of the treasury
education have failed to effect in
department, they
denounce
decade.
those
measures as illegal. If, any of them
Europe speculates on the probwere illegal, they were only technicable result of' the cruise on our inally so. A good defense of their
ternational relatiOns: how far we
legality can be made. and at the
dare vex Japan; how much the presworst they were only extra legal.
ence of a fleet will star up the war
They were unusual measures de'spirit of people of the Pacific coast.
manded by an extraordinary crisis.
All agree that the training will be
Similarly the governors of the Bank
Sine for our sailors, and the lessons
of England, with the consent of the
Of incalculable value to the naval
ministry and the approval of public
offieers.
opinion, have resorted to extra legal
Ot these results we shall know all
measures three times in fifty years.
In a few months. The fleet has sailed,
"When blatherskites like Ben Tillrolis.trmlne.Mme0+1
6.-ftetti
speculation is vain.
man are allowed to wrangle over the
Hut the stroke!
Issuance of clearing house certifiIt is domestic, rather than intercates and checks and the right to iseational. It is of world Importance
sue 3 per cent government certifias it strengthens and solidifies the
cates, the real question of reforming
Christs_t.
national defenses. It is of a kind
the currency will be befogged. Conwith his Mississippi trip that gave
gress ought not to fool away its time •
•
Irresistible impulse to the
movewith such as he. and the vacuous •
Mont for waterways improvement,
Bacon, and the invincible Jeff Davis
and established Its kindred enter"If the situation were not sorions
prises of forest reservation conservIt would be diverting to witness the •
•
ing the public fuel and ore and graz
eavortings of the Democrats and to
ling land, and reclamation of arid
listen to their magniloquent vituperplaints
ation. " But the situation is serious-•
•
Roosevelt has popfilartzed
the the currency qtesstion
ought to he •
•
Levy. Boys will enjoy serving in a considered
carefully and dispassionretv that Fails around the world ately. It is not
a partisan or a Seo
end has Its pictures in newspapers tional question.
Today let us tell you of the gloves.
it is one which in- •
•
and magazines. It direst attention terests all
•
'Golf gloves airsc Had a(k'-Fur top anthem 50e.
Americans alike.
of the popular mind toward the
"It is sad to 'think that among all
Little mannish lined or unlined kid gloves $1.25
rIcean. our provinces, our sea coasts. the Democratic
senators
this conFur gauntlets; for cold sentletr and skating, FL
our fleets, warshipg auxilliarles, our gress there is
scarcely one who can
commerce, 'bur alorchant marine- be relied
.1nd here are Sweaters
upon- to assist In any conand when the American mind
Is structive work. They
(tomes to he
directed into any particular channel. obstructionists,
Turtle neck and vest sweaters In a great variety
fancying that some
then dawns a new era of American petty party
advantage may he gained
of patterns $1 to
domination.
thereby. But the people always
It has required no careful study to have despised, and always will desaerate's. yeah toques to match in solid colore
•
•
irietermine that our wars must here- pise., the obstructionist, who has not •
and stripes $2.50.
sifter be ocean wars; that our two Intellect enough to legislate wisely
long, exposed sea coasts and far dist- himself arid devotes himself to
putant posseselons demand large fleets ting obstacles in the way of better
Visit our chilelren's department at once and
for protection; and that oar principal men."
see the many things we have assembled for
rtienace is lo our western coast.
gifts, for you won't find the gift problem a bit
latereover. the lay 'mind can grasp
THE, JOKESNIFTH.
bard if you do
the fact, that we weuld not. have
Tho. thoughtful always are thank•
lime to build *tips after a
war ful.
broke out, nor could we man them
with untrained land men.
Jack-I'm going to receive a great
Watch our windows and this _fluke for
' Yet, while our statesmen appre- mans cigars and half a &men pipes
ciated this •eonsfition Cove .of them on Christmas
:deal gifts.
Tom-What makes you think en?
eve dared undertake any embitious
Jack-Why. I stepped' smoking
me of naval construction and dese; /because it woeld have been two days ago.-Judge.
--4
'
trea1 suicide for - the adititalstra
"I don't like to acDas a jurymaa.
to have proceeded, as have
Seropeefl
aje build Judge" "Conscientious. eh"" "Thera •
epee--thee-Weeetestty-- -efeat- t weel4e't-41ee-to de atatouttr a
up the people' to the proper wrong." "You can't go arliiM In this
stand'the heavy burden of ease • One lawyer is suing another
asegge.4 4 wilie.41111.411414
navy equipMent is 'slat lawyer."-San treatise'
,-4111'"011sielfr
, BellItin.

•

For the
Children
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mas Umbrella4,
9rieed for Wednesdaq
We place on sale Wednesday on our center counters the most complete line of fine umbrellas ever
shown by us. This is your chance to get a useful, acceptable present at a small cost.
.*
100 26 in. Fast Black Sateen Umbrellas, 7 rib, you usually pay
48c for this umbrella; priced Wednesday at, each _
29C
50 Fast Black Paragon Frame Umbrellas, 26 in., worth 50c;
priced for Wtdnesday at.
.......
......
43c
100 26 in. Gloria Umbrella, fancy'Paragon frame; a beautiful
line of handles-pearl, gcrman silver, gold and horn-an umbrella that will give perfect satisfaction. Your choice Wednesday for
$1 .00
50 Fast Black Men's Umbrellas, 28 in. plain haadles; in this
sale at, each.
68c
We are showing the most complete line of fine silk,
black and colored umbrellas ever shown in Paducah and are priced at our low prices. Umbrellas
for the children, 22 and 24 in. frames, in black
and colors.

Ladies' mourning umbrellas with ebony handles; the new
Fluffy Ruffles umbrellas in all colors; sterling silver handle
umbrellas; men's fine Twilled silk umbrellas.

•

The Spirit of Xmas Giving
WHETHER PROMPTED BY LOVE:, FRIENDSHIP, GaX)D WILL OR AFFECTION CAN BEST BE'
(N)NVETED IN A BOOK. WHY NOT GIVE BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS? THEY ARE NOT EXPENSIVE. THEY ARE JUST THE THING FOR CHILDREN, EXACTLY FILL THE NEEDS OF BOYS
AND GIRLS, ARE APPRECIATED BY EVERYBODY AND ARE ESPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR OLD
PEOPLE. TRY THEM THIS YEAR. WE HAVE NOT ONLY THE LARGEST BUT THE BEST SELECTED STOCK OF THE LATEST FICTION, BIBLES, DICTIONARIES, COOK HOOKS, ETC., ETC.

Remember, Our Cut Price Removal Sale is Now On
DON'T WAIT UNTIL OUR EN'TIRE STOCK OF DESIRABLE GOODS HAS BEEN PICKED OVER,
BUT BE ONE OF THE EARLY BUYERS AND SECURE SOME OF THE MARVELOUS BARGAINs
WE ARE NOW OFFERING.

D. E. WILSON
The Book and Music Man
A LARGE SIZED PROXY.
Itothschilds Send Firth Proxy for 1.550 Shares of I. C. Stock.
t Ctrieago, Dec. 17.-Stuyvesant Fish
today received a proxy for 1,850
shares of Illinois Central stock held
by Baron Rothschild and eons, European bankers. The proxies are Raid
to have been sent through Winthrop
E. Scarritt, who is representing Fish
in London. It was rumored in rail-t
road circles here today that (het'
scramble for proxies had been renewed with -unusual vigor on the eve
of the adjourned annual meeting,
which, will again convene in Chicago
December 18.
The Body Merely Machine.
There are Just any number of dl.eases in which the Osteopathic is the
only treatment that will give any relief at all,
The various phases of neuralgia
and rheumatism as an example yield
more readily to the Osteopathic
treatment than they do to medicine.
So too do lumbago, chronic headaches, partial paralysin and kindred
ailments, and to one who knows the
first principals of Osteopathy it is
easily to see why this is so,
Osteopathy Is a scientific systen10
of exercise for the nerves and organs
of the bodat--simpty manipulation
by which it restores structural normality. The body is a machine run
by unseen forces called life, and that
It, MALI un_harmonlouely. It 115 n•eceasary that there he liberty of blood,
nerves and arteties from the generating point to destination. This Is
what osteopathy does-gives liberty
to the blood, nerves and arteries.
De. G. B.,Froage 514 Broanwae.
phone 14a7.
........sessersosseressseasseweeowaseasee

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a groat deal cheaper to place annual subscriptions to several magazines at the some time and order them ell together from
us, than It is to buy the same magazines singly or siabscrtbe to them
separately.
Ocembiziation, club offers are now made by Which wit-scribers to several magazines an secure bargain prices, sometimes
getting three or four malazines for the price of one or two. SubSeriptions may be sent to different addresses, if desired, and may begin with any month. Let us know what nrage.zines lten are tak:tag now or what ma.gaelnee you 'waist to take next year, and we will
quote the combination, price, showing saving to be effected.
SAMPLE BARGAINS.
McClure', Magazine $1.50
Coemorrolitan . . . ..$1.00
or American
Home Magazine .. ..1.00
Reader Magazine.... 3.0'0
&geese .. .. .. ....1.00
Metropolitan .. -.. ..1.60
or 'American
or World Today
or Woman's Home 83.00
Ocompenlon
$6.00
All for $2.30
All for $3.00. Half Price
Weekly triter Ocean
Roaster Magazine ...$2(
10
and Farmer ....$1.00
Review of Reviews ..3.00
alcCalors Magaistne .., .50
or Outing
(with pattern)
or Ainsiee'e
lioree Magazine.... 1.00
or Smart Set
$6.00
$2.50
Both for $3.00, Half price
All for $1.25, Half Price
Home Magazine ....$1.00
DQ'skgner- - - ..$0.50
MeClare's .. .... -1.50
(with fashions)
or Cosmopolitan
Cosmopol I tan . .4
. .. 1.00
or American
Reader Magazine .. 3,00
Or Success
$2.50
$4.50
Both for $1•65
All for $2.60
-- - ----- ' - ------ notnpiste Subscription Catalogue, with beautifel ..
Harrieon Fisher
cover, maw alt magazines singly,and an
Clete at lowest rates, sent. _
Yea tree oll receipt of peatea earl reapptest'
Central Magazine Agency • • Indianapolis,
Indiana,
The Bobba-Merrill Ceunpaoy.
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his family, lie was elected swain
of the 1ea8 football squad.
Miss
Bridge*. of Soleil Ninth
street, left this morning for Benton
to visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. George Taylor, of
Mechanicsburg, left this morning for
Unique Invitation.
Fulton to visit relatives.
In Police Court.
The following unique invitation to
Miss !eery Clayton, of Wickliffe, is
Lizzie Jenkins, Lizzie Oliver and
a linen shower has been received by visiting
her siker, Mrs. J. A. Ed- Mamie Gray were held to the grand
a Nashville friend from a
popular wards, of Farley Place.
jury this morning for being implibachelor resident of Greenwood.
Mies Anita Louise Keller will ar- cated In looting the house of Cornelia
Miss., who is a member of one of the
rive tonight from Monticello Semi- Reed, at Ninth and Washington
most prominent Mississelppi
to spend the holi- streets. Ida Williams and Mary Hill
nary, Godfrey,
The host has recently gone to housedays with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. were before the court yesterday more
keeping in an attractive home in
ing for the same offense.
John W. Keller.
Geeenwood. and since hi.' has probSteve ()Tonne! and Joe 'McGlane,
Mr.. A. E. Boyd went to Lowes,
ably giveasliway more wedding presGraves county, today on legal busi- hoboes, were held to the grand jury
ents than, any other man in his cone
for stealing iron from the old founness.
munIty, the function he is planning
Harold St. John, who has been dry on Third street and selling it to
Is a moat appropriate one. it will
visiting Mrs. Violet Leroy, South the Jackson foundry.
win aide-spread approval from those
Charles Ripley, the druggist at
Fifth street, has returned to his home
whose unwedded state has reduced
Eleventh and Caldwell streets, was
bn Nashville.
them to the rote of a chronic cheerG. Thompson left today for lined $50 for alleged selling of
Mr.
ful giver rather than a happy re'Memphis and other cities in the whisky on Sunday. Homer Poston,
ceiver of wedding gifts. The clever
who was a witneee for the prosecusouth.
card of invitation is as follows:
Charles Kruger and James Stagk tion, was fined $3 for contempt of
Whereas: I can't get married, and
court, committed by talking too
went to Galveston, Tex., on a visit.
that needs no snow. It runs like the
Whereas: To those who have been so
Miss Elizabeth Weikert has 're- freely while he was on the witness
wind,
unfortunate as to get married I
can
be guided or instantly stopped; is a
turned from Louisville and Cincin- stand.
have "coughed," and
splendid
nati,
has
she
where
toy
been
several
for all the year.
for
Tickets, one lady and gentleman 500 Whereas: To those who will be so
weeks.
In Bankrupt's.
cents; each accompanying lady 10
foolish as to marry hereafter I exJudge E. W. Dagby. referee
Mr. R. Downs of Murray, is in the
cents.
No objectionable characters
pect to "couch," and
bankruptcy, has left open until
city today.
wilt be admitted.
Whereas: I am keeping house and
Miss Gwen Perkins, of Memphis, Thursday the question of compelling
-If you would give your boys
needing new table linen, and
and Hart has just that kind. The enpleasure for Xmas. give them Dome- Whereas: My Idea of a life of lux- well arrive to visit Miss Mildred the First National bank tie turn over
to
the
trustee
of
the
E.
Rehkopf
esSeventh
of
Orme,
street.
North
thing they enjoy; a foot ball, punchtire line is composed of big values at the price;
ury and ease is fresh napkins at
e--For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Miss Marjorie Scott has gone to tate notes held by the First National
ing bag or boxing gloves. R. D.
every meal, and
even
the 10c articles are
bank
as
collateral security for a
Cairo to visit.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% Clements & Co. have a complete line.
Whereas: My motto is death to napnote of the John G. Rehkopf Bugg'
Miss
and
Stone
Helen
female
Miss
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Just received another large
kin rings, and
Craig returned Sunday evening from compamy. It is contended that the
-We give et ou better carriage and shipment of those $6 and $7 Stetson, Whereee: I am unable to bort
buy
Evansville, Ind., where they were notes belong to the estate of E. Rehbetter service for the money than Hanan and EdwinClapp fine shoes
and pay for laundering that many
called,
by 'the death of Mrs. Alice kopf.
which
we sell for only $4,
Is given by any transfer company in
Ike
napkins: therefore be it
in all modern presents for all ages and sizes.
Marriage Licenses.
O'Mara.
America. Fine carriages for special Cohen, 1,06 South Second.
Revolved: That your presents are reAveriet
Hal
and
etaude
ThrogmorHart can show you something new, attractive,
Mr. and Mrs W. L. Wilkerson, and
Lucas & Gilbert will move their
quested at a linen shower at my
occasions on short notice; also eledaughter have gone to Jackson and ton.
residence in
useful,
North
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. law office from the Fraternity buildpretty and at a price that is wityn
Greenwood.
ing to the Eagle building the first
Tuesday evening, the 17th Decem- Dyersburg, Tenn., to spend the holi-Forma for real estate agents for
days.
of the year.
ber, 1907, at eight p. m.
sale at this office.
Aftorney W. A. Berry has returned
Please present linen at the door. No
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
_
napkins under $2.5-0 per dozen from Clarendon Ark.
City for a few months, and I have acMr. Mace). Ferguson was In PaduMayfield. Ky., Dec. 17.-(Speciall
accepted. The
quieed an interest in his business and
more linen the
cah yesterday.
-During the meeting of tobacco
shall look after it for him. Any inmerrier.
.
Mr. Thomas Linen, of Longview, growers Capt. R. T. Albritton,. the asformation with reference to any
Lovingly sours.
Tex., is in the atty. He Is visiting his sociation warehouseman, informed
branch of It will receive prompt atIttcere rated
P. S.-Linen table cloths.
brother-In-law, Mayor Elliott, of Me- them that he has received $10.000,
tention if you will call up The Sun
or lace sets accepted as
lunchots, sub
tropolis.
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax- FURNISH BON I) BEFORE BOARD
and is not in need of money right
etitutes for napkins.
•
Mr. R. V. Rucker, the engineer, now to advance the 60 per cent to
ton.
OF COt NCH:31EN.
N. B.-All free musses suspended (Or
goes to Chicago this week to visit.
-Order your engraved calling
growers en their crops. About 55.FOIL SALE teeight p.ana, extra
the night.
cards for Christmas and Christmas
Miss Lula Munson has gone to Mur- 000 pounds of association tobacco was
cheap. 825 South Fourth.
Sub Rosa: Clubs recognized.
gifts from The Sun at once. 1000
prized here, the first association toP. 5, No. 2.-Eat before you come. ray to be court stenographer.
WANTED- Position as private
Up to Mayor-Elect James P. Smith
cards and plate 11 1e•
Mr. I.uther Long has returned from bacco to arrive.
P. S. No. 3.-No bridge whist alnurse. Mew. Lee Stewart, New RichWhether
He Will Permit ehevHopkinsville.
--For nembering machines, band
be
where
was
called
by
lowed.-Naseville Banner.
mond hotel.
ing Pieture Shows.
the death of a relative.
deters. rubber type and @tenet's of all
SEEKS HEAVY DAMAGES.
FOR SALE-Express wagon in
kinds, call on The Dtamond Stamp
Dr. Carl M. Sears will return toAfternoon Tea for Debutantes.
good condition. Apply 737 WastingWorks, 115 South Thied. Phones 3158.
moreow from Louisville.
Subscribers
Inserting
ads
want
in
Memphis
N'oman
Drente, Suit .taatinst
Mrs. W F. Bradshaw, 152e Broad
Miss Frances Bergin left Sunday for
-10.0 visiting cards and plate for
The Sun will kindly rementber that ton.
Joneebeiro, Ark., Hotel Keeper.
Alter deciding to leave it to Mayor- way, has issued invitations for FriSALESMAN for lets in southwest$ LSO at The Sun, special prices for
Carroltton to visit.
Jonesboro. Ark.
Dec. 17.--Suit all such items arc to be paid fer
elect James P. Smith whether he will day afternoon from 4 to 6 o'clock in
the holidays.
Mrs. M. E. Poore has gone to St. was filed by N. F. Iamb. attorney for when the ad is Inserted. the rule no- ern town. Splendid proposition for
honor of Miss CatHerine Quigley and
Louis to visit her son, Mr. J. E. Mrs. Laura Way. of Memphis. tusking Plying In every one without recce- good man. Oklahoma, rare Sun
Chicken feed, pigeon feed, oyster permit moving picture "store shows,"
Mess Philliptra Hugtes, debutantes of
*hell. Lee's lice killer, leg bands, In- which necessitate increased fire inPoore.
WANTETes -You to share in a
for damages in the sum of $15,000. does
this winter.
cubators, brooder., etc., at M. J. Yopp surance rates for adjoining buedinge,
$660,004.00 Christmas gift? DraughMr. Frank Andrews and family, of In. the complaint it le alleged that BOOMS for rent 1218 Clay.
to continue in Paducah, the board of
Seed Co.
Fulton, are here visiting relatives.
Mrs. Wa,) was expelled from the hotel
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361. on's Practical Business College com(elfvert City Wedding.
--The Sun is showing the prettiest councilmen last night &meted the
pany ,which has a chain of 30 colThe. Rev. D. W. Fooks returned on December 3. and that insulting
Miss Carrie Ellen. Roberts, of Oat,
MITCHELL/3 for sigh-grade bicylines of fancy stationery for. the holi- license ordinance for 1906, substan- vert
leges, has teemed six hundred thouCity, and Mr. Joseph A. Davis, yesterday from Fulton, where he language Was used by Mr. Warner. cles, 326-328 South Third street.
days you will see anywhere. Give tially as tlie ordirrance 'Of 1907. exsand dollars in Xmas gift drafts in
Year correspondent diectissee, the
of Indiana, were married on Sunday preached Sunday.
?OR heataeg sad stovewood ring denominations
cept that stricter provisions regardine
your order at once, for Christmas.
of $10.11e and $15011
Mr. J. U. Bowling. of 1222 'North case with Mr. Warner. He says the
eftertioon at VA) o'clock at the
437 F. Levin.,
to be sent to the prospective students
-City subscribers to the Daily Sunday selling were incorporated, home of the bride, by the Rev. T. J. Thirteenth tercet, who 'has been quite lad) was at the hotel on the morning
FOR DR x
WOOD, old phone Send your name and
address, to
Bun who wish the delivery of their and the mayor. Instead of the license Owen, of Paducah. The bride is the ill for two weeks, is convalescing.
of the 3d: he that he need her if she
Draughon's College, 314-116 BroadMr. Edward Hour-lend, of Murray. wanted breakfast, and she, replied 2361.
papers stopped must notify our col- Inspector, was made the final arbi- daughter of Mr. J. H. Roberts,
a
trator of differencesi regarding iiFOR SALE-Roll top desk with way. Paducah. and you will receive
prominent resident of Calvert City. has accepted a position as preeerip- that else did not. Aeked i.f she wantlectors or make the requests direct
ceneese Bonds were furnished by the
chair
Apply at this office.
one of these Christmas gat drafts
lion
clerk
at
Craig
the
pharmacy,
ed
a
room and she did not, and then
and. is a popular young lady. They
to The Sun office. No attention will
following city officials appointed and will
RENT-Furnished
room
FOR
Second 'street and Broadway.
he asked her if it was a loafing place
Fortune Telling.
make their home in Indiana,
be paid to such orders when giveit
elected: E. J. Paxton, park commisMT. N. L. Gilbert and sister, Mrs she wanted. At this she became angry with board, 326 South Third.
Do not fail to consult Zereda Ra
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
sioner; J. L. Gaither, sanitary inHuge Smith, of Murray, are visiting and threatened to have him arrested
Pretty Entertainment Tonight.
FOR RENT-Furnished room, all monde, Gypsy fortune teller. Imdies
-Place your orders for wedding spector; Maurice McIntyre, city
cleric:
when he asked her very kindly to modern conveniences.
The "Miniature Wedding" Will relatives in the city.
Apply
615 25 cents, gentlemen 50 cents. Hours
Invitations at home. The Sun is A. Franke sewer Inspector; Robert
Mr. Clarence Phillips, of Murray, leave the hotel. The lady Is not North Fourth street.
take place this evening at 7:3,o
Old phone 1498. 10 to 9 every day. Camp In Forest
showing as great an assortment as Hicks, license inspector; J. Wes Orr,
known in Jonesboro.
park. Rowlandtown
o'clock in the lecture room of the Is in the city today.
WI everyJ. E. MORGAN horse shoeing;
you will find anywhere, at pricer elty assessor.
Mr. Thomas Hurt arid Mr. Jesse
thing, asks nothi•
Kentucky
Avenue
Presbyterian
general repairing, rubber tiree, 4e8
much lower than you will have to
church. There are 2.0 small children Cane, both of Murray, are visiting
Broadway Methelliet Dinner and L
South Third.
pay elsewhere.
In the bridal party and the tableau in this city.
1101' .%N
(,I;\ it
Supper.
WANTED-To rent house or cot-I
-Pianos $.50 and up. Organs $10
, W. E. Gilbert, of Murray, is visitis an effective one.
The ladies „of Broadway Method*,
tage by permanent tenant Address worcester,
and up. Easy payments. Fred P.
ing his brother, W. E. Gilbert, 12tel church *ill serve
Nlaf.s., Hight .S.chool Pupil
dinner and supper
P. G. M., care Sun.
Watson & Bro. V. H. Thomas manMr. John J. Saunders. of Louis- Salem street.
Goes Marconi One Better.
No word has been received today
on Wednesday at 215 Broadway. A
ager, 311 Broadway. Phone 573-r. - from the bedside of
FOR RENT-Two rooms for Ugh.:
liberal patronage is solicited. The
Mrs. Emmett vele, is in the city for a few days on
housekeeping. Fifth and Jacksoa,1
-The McCracken County Medical Gleaves, who is critically el at the business.
IN STATE Ole COLLAPSE.
menu is:
Worcester. Mass.. Dee, 17.-Haers
Phone 222.
epoiety will meet in Dr. L. E. Young's home of her sister. Mrs. Cook, in
Mrs. John J. Saunders and sons, of
Seic-Dinner--Xic
M. Grout, a 19-year-old Spencer tee.
office tonight.
Memphis,. Mr. and Mrs. Gleaves, who Louisville, will arrive December 26 Man Who Accidentally Killed Com- Roast Turkey.
LOST-A Plain gold cuff button has gone Marconi one better and sueCranberry Sauce.
--John W. Moore, colored, died have been married only a year, went to visit her parents Mr. and Mrs. M.
panion Near New Orleans.
Cream Potatoes.
Macaroni . with initials C. K. Return to this ceededi in operating electric lights
at his home, 421 South Seventh to San, Antonio, Tex., last September B. Nash, 1910 Jefferson street.
New Orleans, Dec. lee-Date tooffice and receive reward.
Peas.
and
motors by electric-magnetic
Slaw.
street, this morning after a short ni- for Mrs Gleaves' health, but she did
Mr. Henry Cave will return Friday day Harry S. Buckner. who yester- diot Biscuits.
furnished waves at distances of 900 feet and
FOR
RENT-Two
Coffee.
nes. He wile formerly a mail car- not improve. She was hastened home- from Danville, where he is attend- day acckleetally killed his hunting
rooms. Bath and all modern conven- more.
Pies.
rier but resigned his position to en- ward, but Der strength failed and ing school, to spend the holidays with companion., G. H. Norton, e promiMince.
iences, 918 Broadway.
Acconding to authorities at the
Apple.
ter busine•ss engaging in the MiroorvY they stopped in
nent New Orleans clubman, was in a
Memphis. Mrs.
Oysters any style, 25,, extra.
WANTED-Position as (eel; in NVorceeter Polytechnic inatitute this
and saloone beeiness at Seventh and GI•eaVEYS' brother, Mr. C. E. Renfro, Is
dangerous state of collapse. Nen
2.1c-supper-2nc .
4 codes
grocer,; seven years experience. te•ost is something that has never been' ae.
Adams street, and was 'successful in Memphis with her.
were administered to him, and Cold Boiled Hien
cemplished before. Power has teen
references. Address W. care Sun.
In amassing considerable property.
the taking of lee statements about
sent through theea4r for a few feet.
Salmon Croquettes.
I.
reasonably,
four-The L. S. of 13, of L. F. & E.
the tragedy has been pottponed.
one
FOR RENT
Christmas Trees.
flashed Brown, Potatoes.
but nothing to approach the distances
will give a dance Wednesday night,
room
brick cottage. Apply. 6-20, at which young Grout
Perfect shape. Norway spruce,
Hominy.
Hot Biscuits.
has sal-enseDecember 18th,,at Red Men's hall. Christmas trees with holders, all
Kentucky avenue.
Government to (lone.
Slaw.
Coffee.
fully operated his lights and motors
Chicago.
Dec. 17.-The governsizes and Prices.
• FOR RENT-A suite of furnhehea 1 by wireless..
Oysters any style, 25c.
ment expects to close its testimony
C. L. BRUNSON & CO.
rooms to gentlemen. Over Iverson 441 Grout says that he believes that In
in tee Waist trial tomorrow with
•A•
529 Broadway.
Wallace's drug More, Seventh and a short time he a-ill he able to tram,
.
Bank Examiner Moxey on the stand.
Washington streets.
milt power regularly and in a practiMoxey, the government's attorneys
Mr. John W. Wilson moved his
FOR RENT- -A two-istery trainee cal and, reliable manner by wirelese
Christmas Suggrstions
Intimate, will spring a sensation. A.
family to this city from Elmo.
residence on Jefferson street, one-half He has been 'Mudying wireless tree
I". Williams. auditor of the Southern
I
with its faints elusive sweetness
block front Fountain avenue. Apply raphy for five )ears, electricey
Indiana railroad, a Walsh concern.
his hobby. He is a student a.
to W. D. Greer.
today disappointed the government
David
H. Prouty high esetesol. Grout
FORGET`
}Ole-in-thee
the-in efforts to prove that Walsh divertWall. ill % South Third street, for is 055w planning the establiehmentof
ed funds by means of false entries in
that is deiteate,subtle and luting
chile-con-caree, tamales and sand- two wireless stations. three mules
the road's construction accents.
apart, for the tranerniesion of power.
wettest of sill kinds.
DEPARTMENT STORE.
-FOR
--COAL. Pit t sMrs. Gilmour Dead,
Notice.
Is open, evenings to keep those
burg coal, dry stove wood, heating
Louisville, Ky.. Dec. 17.-Mn,.
Mt.
McGregor
lodge No. 29. F: A.
who
cannot
convenieotly.
come in
inspired by the sweet, dainty
wood, bundled and loose kindling,
Alexander Gilmour, formerly
Mise
M
will meet in‘speclal seasOn at
odor of Wildtiowerte and
the daytime. A band of music will
telephone
203.
Johnston-Denker
Ethel Watterson, and the youngest
ThIrd and Broadway to arrange tot
play at intervals from 7 to 9 o'clock.
Coal Co.
daughter of Col. Henry Wattereon.
the funeral of our brother. Louis
Otrr cut price Christmas sale is on
died at Noreen infirmary today.
WANTED-Position as delivery
'ord. deceased.
Everything is reduced
In earnest
She had been critically Ill since
man or other like employment, by
E. M. WILLIS, W. M.
to
lowest
notch.
the
last
Wednesday.
young man who knows the city. Can
redolent With the breath of fresh
G. E. MARSHALL, Spey.
Calicoes going for 5%c.
7c
furnish references. Address G. L. H..
field flowers.
This December 17, 1907.
$10 Coats for women. $6.5,0.
Senatorial Committees.
care sun..
$12.56 Coats for women, $7.50.
Washington, Dec. 17.-Senator
CLEANING AeND PRESSING neat.
$15.00 Coats for women. $9 Oet.
We have selected ft special
Paynter. of Kentucky, is app-Anted on
The above are a few sugey done. Satisfaction
guaranteed
*$3,0.00 Coate for women. $1.5.ksit,
the following committees: Claims.
stock of Canes and Umbrellas IWork called for ant delivered.
In profusion of
gestions from our big, line of
One
Coat Suits Sacrificed.
4111stetet .of Columbia, immigration.
for holiday gifts which rep- ,trial is all I ask. James Duffy, Soete
fine imported perfumes.
'50c to $7.51) for Furs worth douIndian affairs and privileges and elecresent a number of new and ,Ninth street. near Broadway. Phons
ble.
As Xmas presents they are
cravats, tions. Senator McCreary is on milireduced
)Sc
$5.00
for
price
to
original
designs, confined expensions.
and
tary
affairs
a pleasure and compliment to
many
children's Coats.'
Ill-ASIMOTti bronze turkeys, old
clusively
to us. You will
any refined lady, and they do
iid young, for sale from very best
49c to 15.00 are the reduced privet'
Notice.
will find a very large assortcredit to the sender.
het us
for "omen's Waists.
sain, raised from 40 pound tent,
All members of Manchester Grove
VOILT si,\ I) l'Olelt NAME
men
fl of the low and medium
today
by
at$2.51).
Hats
women
for
$5:00
afternoon.
tomorrow
•,4 from 20 to 23 pound hens. Some.
at
show you.
will meet
Christmas gift drifts' in denomina,•05 from
prised grades, as well as the
$1 Gloves for men at e5e.
Fishers prize winning tion's of $10.4e0 and 1I5.00
1:30 o'clock at the Knights of Cohave heel
$18 men's Ovegtoats for $12.50.
trains. Address Mrs. A. I). Miles, issued to the amount
lumbus hall te entertain the Mayeeld
high,class toods.
of six hundred
a.
*25 man's...eults for $15.0.0.
19EMArle
'
F.
Greve.
Fadueah,
D.
1.
MRS. A. L.
Box 60,
Ky.
thousand dollar, and ire now being
$5 boys' Suits for $50.
W•AWeeete-flOr teettelerwrfreiietl‘ weerretnellftreltleffirellielletr late-Aka
' Holiday Rlipperty and
Shoes at
°antler, Chins, Dec. 17.-Chltresse
bodied Unmarried men betweee ages Drat- Mon's Practical geminate; (Wbinge I n• prices. •
merchants today dristred an sate
'of 21 and ite; eitisenaest the ileitet iese Company, which has a
e0746261.
chain
i Rtetee of -genet character
Handiterseriefs, Umbrellas, (tombs,
British beecott and _w.11 also try to
01'15
'erre tone lee feetletee-s-biggeef and he in
l
stoes
Bells, Zepher iehairis,-- Fascirtatore
epee Chinese' employeeeef the Driest
perat
is
'
habits,
ran
who
speak.
read
world. Send your name and add
aa..•eleramw
Header y, Underwear. Staple
L -apt ,,sp•en iss•
firms, strike. Both steps are taksen
Dee
and write English
Men wanted now to Draughon's Colter.
314
°Pods, Carpets and FAncy Groceries.
Drttststtescds
In retaliation for petrolleng of West
Your Clothier for 39 1 ears.
110r service In Cuba. For Interim:Vol Broadway, Fadatah,
and you w
all at prices test. *Weep aside eepporiver by British sniaeoate
FAanJBrosalit Css.fesin Plums;
apply to RecruUng Officer. New R!oh- "elves one of little ch-tattn**
*Wk.
aumad Fkmmmk Paducah, K.g,
doyen piracy.
••
Drafts.

Cpc;

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

IN THI COURTS

HART'S HERE
With the Stuff

4 Xmas Presents

• `Opera `Coats
yor

Jister'd, .9do1her'd, Wile's
Xmas

thin the evening shades and white, now at
HALF PRICE.

The above new toy is a
Coaster,

This is the year for useful
Presents

great ones.

The assortment is well up

TOBACCO ARRIVING

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.

CITY OFFICIALS

Ito

reach of any purse.

MRS. GLEAVES CONDITION

Ambre Royale

Bouquet Farnese
Cytise

Extra Violette

NECKWEAR
25c to $5

luxurious silks, we are
showing the new
of the patterns
exclusive with this house.
Just received
express some extreme
ideas in four-in-nands
_
and ascots.

artarbe

&t.kem

Canes and
Umbrellas

llooloono

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
$15.00 Draft tor You

,.$1..511to.$13

1

TrESDAY, DECit.MBER 17.

THE PADITCAH EVENING SUN

PAGE rt

and a a n eeicorne is extended to
g::, mei an invitation to know the
ea no and quality of pur tailored
garmenta. from fabrics of worth and
dependability. Their cost is modest,
and the satisfaction they afforl men
Of taste is their own and my bei for
Sour patronage.

COMMISSION OF NATIONAL
THORITV PLANNED.

•

Bill introduced By Congressinau
Sniffle of Iowa—Banking and
Currency Commission.

H. M. DALTON,

elegmegegookeill~Iffe

411•1111111111111M1111111F

TUBERCULOSIS

MERRY CHRISTMAS

4O4 Broadway
With Warren & Women, Jewelers,

Wash Stilton, Dec. 17.—The creation of a national tuberculosis commission to consist of seven •memCarman, a well known anii highly reN:104
,
24(settalst*.X*It':.
hers, the surgeons general of the
spected. citizen Ririe% southwest of
public
army, navy and bureau of
Mayneld on the Pryorsburg road.
MAYFIELD.
health and marine hospital service,
The child had been in the care of F.
and four -tuberculosis experts to be
E. Webb during the day. Mr. Webb
etieVelae*DeeNsalteeielde:/i•
chosen by the president of the United
took the boy to the mother's home
eurgeons. Is pro
Chief of Police C. H.. McNutt re- but neither recognized the other at States from citizen
by
introduced
bill
vIded
for
in
a
turned early Monday tnernipg from first, as it had been 12 years
Stani
e in
Representative -Smith, of Iowa,
Missouri, where he arrested C. L. they saw one another. The m
Cog
Representative Ans'oerry, of Ohio
Thurmond, a young man about 22 was a pathetic one. Logan
eld, introduced a bill prpviding for a
years old, of the Lynnville section, father gf the boy. arrived here from
to connect the
wo is wanted here for seduction Cairo Saturday, afternoon after- his survey for ship canal
the charge being preferred by -Miss son, but it was too late, he had cities of Toledo and Chicago via
Maumee river and Lake Michigan.
Ray.LJ'
been placed in his mother's care and
Foster, of Louisiana, is to have
had decided to make We home, and
apThe mother of Santa Stantieid, the Mr. Carman. the child's stepfather, the Democratic vacancy on the
I e-year old boy who came from announced that there was a home for propriation committee. Two vacant
places on the foreign neations are
Cairo to Mayfield Saturday in ewer-eh Santa as long as he lived.
to go to Wythe. of Maryland. and
of his mother, was found. Her name
Frazier, of Tennessee. To the juis Mrs. Lula Carman, wife of Bob
:eat Coulter, aged Se years. died diciary committee will be assigned
--Saturday evening at 7 o'clock
at Clark. of Arkuusas, Overman. of
ARE I VI Will
his home four 1141es east of the city, North Carolina, and Rayner, of Mary
Ni.tfuto:o To TININ MEN? after a lingering
illness. He was land. Clark will also get assignborn in Tennessee and moved to this ment on the committee of commerce
'Watch the four o'clo K promen- county when seven years of age. He in place of Foster, who relinquished
ade on Fifth avenue, New York, or bad lived. 65 years on the farm. the
recommerce for the foreign
along Rotton Row in Loudon and where he died, and is the last of the
lations. McCreary gets the vacancy
)'Cu will be struck by the circumetan charter members of 'the Mayfield on
military affairs withdrawing in
ces that every fat woman is accom- Presbyterian church.
the meantime from the Philippini
panied by a thin man, while every fat
Besides a wile he is survived by committee. Teller. "Newiamis and
Man has a lean and, usually, tall six children, B. L. Coulter,
of May- Johnson will go on that committee
woman by his side," said a world- field? Jamey Coulter, cf the county,
Teller relinquishes his membership
renowned form and beauty special- Ms. Jeff Tleock,
Mrs. Nannie Coles on Indian affairs, rules and Cuban
tot recently, to a gathering of art- Mrs. Jeff Alcosk, Mrs.
Nannie Coles, relations.
ive and newspaper men in a Broad- Louisville, and one deughter
To forestall a hate,- action with
Ia
way cafe. "The effect is grotesque Washington. D. C.
respssit to bankieg and currency legand every artistic sense is offended
The funeral took plate Monday islation at the present session repby the lep-sided, top-heavy, overafternoon at the Presbyterian church resentative Burgess, of Texas, intro
balanced appearance of such a couin Mayfield wit's the Rev. E. B. duced a resolution providing for an
ple. It is an entirely unnecessary
Kuntz. conducting the serviees. at/Ointment by the pree.dent of a
offense, too, on the part of the fat
commlevion
banking and currency
Bullet in the Mayfield csmetery.
person, at least." conenued the
whose duties it shall be to hold pubbeauty expert. "for getting rid of an
banking
lic hearings touching the
excess of fat is a very simple matter.
and curreney laws of the country.
Most people think they must puneth
in
A resolution was introduced
themseleee with a slim diet and lots
the house declaring! for the indeO f hard. distasteful work called eie
pendence of the Philippines, requestercise, in order to do so, but that is
ing the state department to open nea mistake. As a matter of fact,
DETEcTIVEs LEA.RN THEY GOT gotiations tor their internati!
there is a simple mixture of common,
neutrality, and fixing ten years a- .!
WBONG MAN FOR JOPPA.
wholesome. harmless household, remreasonable time for the accomplishedies that if put together in the right
ment of the independence.
quanteles and taken in teaspoonful!
The secretary of the interior has
quantities after each meal and at Supposed Neere Sliirderer (*Mid Not furnished the senate with a statebedtime, will take off from half a
It. Identities' It) Illinois
ment concerning the proposed aholl
pound to one pouud a day frottreetUtAuthorities.
tion of pension agencies and the proer man or woman without causing
ject of leaving the payment of penwrinkles, interfering with their diet
sions to one agency. He stated that
in any shape or form, or requiring
It costs $55.0,044) annually to pay
any gymnastics to help It out. This
Deli.ctive T..1. Moore has recdved pensions. By leaving His matter to
nixture consists of es oz. Marmola, Information from the authorities at the commissioner of pensions 'ett
le oz. Fluid Extract Cascara Aro- Joppa, Ill.. that the negro Frank one disbarring officer the cost of payItiaticeiend 3% ore Syrup Simplex. Sims arestee here supposed to be ment could be reduced to $3e0.04en
The Marmola shoeld be obtained in Zeke Stalls a murderer. was not the per annum. The eeeretary recoman original unbroken
oz. package, sigh,
r. and that elms had been steeds the abolition of eighteen
and mixed le eh the other two ingre- released, A ri ward of 321e had
•
agencies.
dients by ehakieg the etre- together been
-r:c! for Stalls' arrest wand
to a large bottle, at hone . Most fat the Paducah detectives were confiIn the Senate,
peoeie never heard of this effective dent that they had the r:ght. man
Washington, Dec. 17.—A speech
home recipe, however, and so. until the disappointing letter came by Tillman, filled with denunciation
thinking' they must diet and must
el the president. the secretary of the
exercise to get thin *I which is not
Here, Sine gimme a pot o' lard for treasury and the department of justrue and not good advice, either) this coonskin. Takes two coonekine tice, of financiers and "captains of
they will do neither and so continue to get a pot a' lard these days, Zeh. Industry." was the chief subject of
fat and porpobelike, a travesty and An' next month it'll take four coon- interest in the senate. His remarks
caricature of the human form di- skins I itipose?
more'n .11kely. were based on his resolutions di'rine." One fat newspaper worker Well, I'll jest keep my coonskins recting an investigation hy.the comin the group was seen taking notes. 'til the lard makes slumps. I don't mittee of 'finance of the recent bond
however, and the chances are this halter eat my vittels frSed.—Wash- issues by the treasury department.
paragraph is the result.
Ireton Herald.
and of the issuance of clearing house
certificates throughopt the country
Culherson introduced a resolution
directing congressional investigation
of the present financial stringency,
and calling on the senate committee
of finance to recommend measures
for immediate relief of the country.
• 322 — 32+ IS*WAY
He desired to have this resolution
considered at once, but In the absence of Aldrich, chairman of the
Help the Salvatton Army to Keep the Pot Boiling
committee on finance, it was allowed
to go over. A number of other bills
were introduced.

I

e

The Clothing Event of the Season!
A SAVING OF 25 PER CENT
This Great Clearance Sale oi Men's and Young Men's Winter Overcoats, Suits and Raincoats Comes Just in the Nick of
Time for Christmas Buyers.
A 25 per cent reduction on all broken lots in Men's, Boys' and Children's S'uits and Overcoats of this season's styles and patterns, Browns, Grays, Olives, Fancy Plaids and Black
Thibets. No old Odd and End Sale, no goods remarlied, but a sale of Bright, Snappy,
Up-to-date Merchandise.
SALE TO CONTINUE TILL GOODS ARE SOLD.
LOT A
Cosisisting of 50 Suits and Over.
coate, plain and fancy cheviots, easel.
metes and worsteds, in broken sises

L.OT B

LOT C

Cousieting of 35 Suits and Over.
coats, fancy browns, gray woreteds,

Cousiets of 30 Suits and Overcoats,
the cream of our stock of the celebrated Canterbury stake, worsteds,

cloak caesinieree and !fleck °dimes In
breken sizes that sold for US:el° cud

ULF:ARAM% PRICE

CLEARANCE PRICE

cheviots mind black thibets in broken
sizes that sold for $30.00 and $35.00.
CLEARANCE PRICE

$10.50

$18.50

$23.75

that sold for $12.50 and $15.00.

$27.1.041.

OF INTEREST "41'0 MOTHERS
Clearing of Brolien Suits. Overcoats and Odd rants in Children's Depaitment
LOT A

SPECIAL,

Con.ist ing (if 50 Suits and Overcoats, all ages from 0 to I?, in bright

25c

!snappy patterns, all of this season's
make, in broken sistes that sold for
//8.1.00 and $0.00.
CLEARANCE PRICE

LOT B

10 dozen elk wise Tens, all colors,
former price 50 cents.
THIS SALE

150 pairs of Knee Pants in case&
inures and worsteds in broken sizes
that sold for 64k• and '75c
CLEARANCE PRICE

$4.10

Consists of 40 Suit...Land (svereocits,
ages from0 to 17, in fence bre‘‘ute
woreteds and cites lots, also gray
plaids, plain
and
knickerbocker
Trousers, ia tin.iken skses that sold
firr $7.7.0 and $0.00
CLEARANCE PRICE

$6.25

' 48c

$200 GONE

iI

A RUG FOR
CHRISTMAS
will be a most sensible and appropriate
gift. This morning we received 50
large rugs, which we immediately
placed on sale at special prices for
Xmas Shoppers.
912 Druggets, $15.00 value ,
Xmas price......

$12.50

9x2 Druggets. Sls.50 value'
Xmas price
9x12 Druggets, $20.00 value,
Xmas price ....---

..sm•v•••••••••••••••

'of
owe.
epee
Ogee!
-enar
'ec

9x12 Druggets, 122.50 value
Xmas price9
- 112 Velvet Druggeta, 130
Value, Xmal prim —

_$17.50
$19.50
$25.00

What would be appreciated more than
‘9141.cie. of these rugs?

We wish to impress the

The fellow 'who Always has

his

Ammer out it:salaam -tlie ,ona Act
nail a lie.

public that this sale is on
I.

broken lots only and does
not apply to the general
stock.
Note:

broken lots only and does

%MIENSCOMPintouT

No goods will be

not apply to the general
stock.

409"41MBROADWRii

charged during this sale.

Note:

No goods will be

charged during this sale.

e.:21st,
i191111111Intilif3PKT12111•211111111111111111.1112201111•11
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BY THE POWER OF PRICE!
We intend to crowd our store to its capacity, forcing
the prudent to purchase Now

$10,000

Worth of Beautiful, Artistic, Dependable Jewelry
thrown on the market at the most stupedous
REDUCTIONS EVER

$10,000

HEARD OF

OUR GUARANTEE
We

positively guarantee that eveiy article in our store is so much reduced that the price cannot be equalled,
nor the article purchased for the same price at any other retail store.

1

RAILROAD NOTESI
Mr. .1. T. Donovan, general agent
for the Illinois Central at Paducah.
is in Chicago this week.
,Dr. J. Q. Taylore assistant surgeon
at the Illinois Central hospital. has
returned from a visit to his former
home at Bowling Green.
Engineer M. V. Thicker will go to
Chicago this week.
Fireman William Elrod has return
to Princeton after visiting friends
in the city.
Charlie Williams. of the blackstnithing department at the Illinois
Central shops, is off duty on account
of Ste-knees in his family.
Rand and Other materials 'have
been placed at the bridges on the
near the
Illinois Cestral railroad
stock yardg for the 'mune* of building concrete abutments.
William Goad has returned to
work In the round house after being
•dck several weeks.
A large party of Illinois Central
iiopmen will spend several days of
tie Ohristmag holidays shooting
reese and ducks on Blizzard pond In
Sallard county, where the game is
aid
to abound
plentifully
this
car
John Householder, of the Illinois
entral machine shops, is the proud
rather. of a new, boy,- horn yesterday,

We wish to impress the

public that this sale is on

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

In our Christmas stock, we offer you the matured results of judicious buying, with quality as
our fonndation, we have grown and prospered in Paducah. We know that you can find what
you want here---and we know that it will be right when you do get it.
Diamond Rings, ranging in price from $5 to $150
Watches, all-good time pieces,
$3 to $50

We have a Special Watch, Ladies or Gents size, 20 year
Filled Case, Elgin or Waltham Movement, at $12.50
Solid Gold Signet Rings, $2 to $10
Ladies and Gents fancy Set Rings $1 to $15
A special lot at $5
We ask you to bear in mind that we are the only manufacturing jewelers in thc city and can,
of course, make you better prices than you would be asked to pay in regular retail stores.
•01•1.1111111
.•••••••••=1.111.00.0.01•1••
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SPECIAL ALL., THIS WEEK
A

beautifully cut, eight inch Cut Glass Bowl, sell/regularly for $5.00, all this week
—

LLOCK

Th

$2.75

Jeweler_

A

TE PADTT %TT

EV1cTNI ST'N

....indiddadomiN111111110MINion.
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THE PLACE TO BIT SLITABLESETTLED
PRESENTS FOR GENTLEMEN.

FOR $8,000 e
50 Fathoms Deep'

SHURTLEFF

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY

am.mm...01•••••111

RUMORED AMOUNT TO BE PAID
HI HAWS.
Briar and Meerschaum Pipes, cigar
Holders, cigar and Tobacco Jerk
rine tobaccos,,5 and 10 cent cigars in
holiday packages.
Settlement of Cox and Jett Sults
Ends All Cases Grva lug Out
of Jackson Murders.
THE SMOKE ROUSE,

on the bottom
W AYof down
the sea under three
hundred feet of water is the
favorite home of the codfish
The ice-cold water of Norway
and the North Atlantic is his
joy. tie has the power to grow
fat under severe surroundings:
The same natural power is in

It. Rudy, Cashier.

Pnryear,
Aasistant Cashier.

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
tea
..• .
a
• e

Total security to dt•potdtors
Accounts of Indbi MILOS sad firnis
small as well as large depositors
courteous treatment.

;100,000
50,000
100,000

solicited. IlVe
at.,ord
to all

$2.50,000
appreciate
the /ADM

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.

Third and Broadwa•
,

I

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

In Order That He May Vigorous!) ano
safely Prtpst.cute ettilipitign for

Governor.

FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER

.1%

EAST TENNESSEEint.oisgo
TELEPHONE COMPANY
AAAAA

Scott's Emulsion

Capital
Snrplup
Stockholders liability

IS BY

=.2 Broadway.

dmAISIAC:84•1

W. F. Paxton,
President.

MAY RESIGN THE SPEAKERSHIP
EARLY IN JANUARY.

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.-..Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
•
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

Lexington, Ky., Dec. 17.—There
has been much speculation here today over the amoutu). of damage.'
of Cod Liver Oil. Nature herwbIch will be paleby James Hargis
self put it there. This power
and Ed Callahan In the suit against
produces new flesh and new
theta by the heirs of Dr. B. D. Cox,
which was postponed by agreement
life in those who suffer from
to be settled out Of court. A man
wasting diseases.
who arrived from Jackson said that
All Druggists: 50c and $1.00.
it was reported there that an agreement had been practically efcted
by which the Cox eases and- the suit
of Sam Jett against the
Hargittes
for $10;000 damaged, which ie now
docketed. at Paris. would, be settled
together by a lump payment of $s,000. Of which $6,5e0 would go to
the Got heirs.
This is considered a fair settle- J. I.. M' IVi 1NDIDATE FOR NAloN.11 DELEo.tTE.
ment in the Jett case, as this Is con
siderec) nothing like so strong as
that of the Cox heirs. Jett sued for
damages for malicious prosecution.
Cummins .%iiluoun,t'S His lk•sire to
charging that James Hargis and CalSucceed .111isen as senator
lahan caused his indictment on the
Friers' le.e.e.
charge of having burned his own
house. This occurred many years
ago, and it has been considered
doubtful by those familiar with the
Lexington. Ky . Dec. 17.—The
ease If Jett could now secure more first announcement for delegate
to
than nominal damages.
the nationet Republican convention
"I think Hargis and Callahan from this state is a Taft man.. J. L.
would be very fortunate to get out McCoy'. of this city, today announced
of the Cox case for $G.7.00," said a his candidac‘ for delegate at large
lawyer who has been engaged in the from Kentucky and der:tired himself
feud trials here. Mrs. Marcum got unequivocally in favor of Judge Taft
$8.000 from them for th., death of for president.
her husband, and the testimony is
fully as strong against the defendCummins Announces.
ants in the Cox case. I tell you that
Des Moines, I.0, I h.4' I 7.—G(v/
when the three little children of Dr.
ernor Cunintins
forin.ilD ane3x, all of them under eight years
nounced his candid:I, for the.
old, were placed before a jury. it
States senate in a ,ezned etateinent,
would go mighty hard with the deIncluding a denial of the charge that
fendants. Dr. COX left three little
he pledged himself not to be a candichildren, who are now almost mothdate against Senator . Allison.
His
erless. The oldest is eight - years
statement is brought out by the quoold, and the youngest, a little girl
tation by Senator 1)011.ver of a letter
now four years old, was born after
written by Governor Cummins in
her father's murder."
1906 to Mr. W. H. Torbert. eS Dubuque..
"Get mary decks?" "Nacw—thda
gun's no good. Whenever I'd rhoot
SUICIDE ON TRAIN.
at a bird the report was so loud that
it scared htm away."—Cleveland
S. L. hove Slashes His Throat From
Leader.
Ear to Ear.
Clarksdale. Miss., Dee. 16.—S. L.
e 'Love, of Tallahatchie
county. cammittod suicide on the Yazoo and Mitt.
:essippi Valley train beteeen Remora
and this piece, by cutting his throat
from ear to ear in the toilet room.
He was under aereatipr forgery, and
Deputy 8/torte ChamTeril was carryIf you want to send a
ing him back from Bolivar to Tallahatchie county to stand trial for the
particular friend a particuoffense. Asking permission, he went
larly nice box of flowers,
Into the toilet room on the car and
slashed his throat with a -knife. dying
peeked in a particularly
five minutes after being found. His
nice way, a box with Brunbody was brought here and prepared
for burial. It will he sent to his
son's label will . enhance
brother, S. M. Love. St Senatobia.

vor

IS TAFT MAN

Cut Flowers

FOR RENT
Several: desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable:

AMERICAMERMAN.,NATIONAL BANK

your reputation as a flower
PITTSBURG soCIETY IS
STIIIREI) 1.'1' BY

I uyer.

Paducah IV;

Springfield, Ill.. Dec..17.—FAwarta
D. Shuitleff. who is to enter actively
upon h:s campaign for governor early
in January may real4n the speakership of the house in order to devote
his time to the contest. An intimet;con that he would do so was given
to the newspapers several days age,
but It is-understood that the speaker
has not reached a positive decision
regarding the matter. By turning
the gavel over to somebody else he
would be free to prosecute his can.
vass without possible embarrassments, and for any further delay in
the enactment of a prlimary law he
could not be held accountable.
He would still be a juember of the
house, and thus would continue to
represent his district in the assembly. but he would be held accountable for only one vote; whereas,
while speaker of the house, owing to
the power commonly understood to
be Oithin the grasp of the presiding
officer, he may be charged with a good
many legislative shoitcomings for
which, as a matter of Diet, he may
not be responsible.
It is probable that the speaker will
withhold his decision on the question
of resigning until the assembly reconvenes January 14.
'Governor Deneen is now conducting a vigorous campaign for renit•
nation. The effect of the governor's
attack on the legislature for the delay In passing a primary law wil:
hardly be apparent until the legislature relonvenes the middle of January. If his campaign on that issue
produces any effect at all, it will
manifed itself in the changed attitude of certain members who have
heretofore opposed a "direct" primary as exemplified in the Oglesli
bill, and who have been threatened
with political annihilation by the governor.
Notice of First Meeting of Creditor...
In the District Court of the United.
States for the Western District of
Kentucky, in Bankruptcy.
In the Matter of Scott Hardware
Company. Bankrupt.
To the creditors of Scott Hardware
company, of Paducah. In the county
of McCracken, and dastrict,aforesaid.
a bankruptke is hereby given
that on tt6th day of December.
A. D., 1907, the said 8(41011 Hardware
company was duly adjudicated bank
rupt, and that the first meeting of his
creditors will he held at my ofnee in
Paducah, McCracken county. Kentucky, on the 28th day of December
A. D.. 1907, at 9 o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the said credir ,
may attend, prove their claims,
point a trustee, examine the bankrupt and transact such other business
as may come properly before said
meeting.' EMMET W. BAOTIY,
Referee in Bankruptea.
Paducah, Ky.. Dec. 16, 19(57.

PAGEMIAdURANT
IS now open in new quarters.
THEY 1111 i (I'S

Dallas. T x
United Stai.
,.11' ,
Edward i. '.1. -I •

Open day and night.

$44:

1';

ANst ILLE, PADUCAH
. CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated.)
In

'h
t:

AND

EVANSVILLE-PADUCAII PACUET11
(Daily E.ierpt Sunday.)

1.411 1"
1 ra

'''"` '""
'
swirl-if-re Joe Fowler and John S.
Weils-Fiers
xio'...
r
'Top k!•!? leave
Paducah for Evansre fusing to
:ye
iui'dg"11" t: "1.,:le aid ma 'amlings at 11 a. in
:iiteix'a mine; ilquor, for
".THE STEA •••%R DICK FOWLER
M"k
"",": Leaves Padte•ah for Cairo and -way
the
toes' :at:ill to Th. rell"f
.;and-ings at 8 a. as. sharp, daily, exsought
u, Ii gretta• (-Joule !leo
,eept Sunday. Special excursion rates
It W`"Ild be an inWrr"ideril
.•1
now in effect from Padueatt to Cairo
of dlie•tetion to grant tempon.irily
and return, with 6r without meals
the injunction priDed for pending
a.d room.'Good music and table unthe final hearing of the cte-e On
/ surpassed.
tut-r
For filrther intormation apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, Or
'Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
F'.A.1*-,r-C : alit ugh & Cu'a OfleA,
F;rt a t.(1 itr,,adway.

HENRY MAMMEN, JR.
REttOVIM TO THIRD ILND

aarrrexy.
Seek Sandia',

Bank Work. Lewd
raid Library Work a specialty.

ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE KIVU
P

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
to have a suit wade
to order for

$25.00
for Christmas

SOLOMON
The Tailor.
*Pisa tali t

le ET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)

FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
srEttlER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. in.
tt RIGHT
Et (.1..\ 1.". ROBINSON

Neater
Clerk

This company is not responsible
for invoice charges Onless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Pain'.h to Waterloo. Fare for the round
p $8.00. Leaves Paducah every
'e-dueaday at 4 p. m.

113 S. Ttirl St.

LARK'S•
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure

Pfttstmeg, Pa.. Dec.
16.—Pitts- ASK IIELP FOR MINE VIITIMs.
for all Kidney and
burg society is deeply interested In
the report that
Bladder Diseases."
Joseph Schwab. %mica! 1....ated on Behalf of Widow.,
brother of Charles M. Schwab. has
and (Irpleares at NIonongall.
SMALL AS A PILL
been separated from his beautiful
young wife for about a year and that
EASIER TO TAKE
Fairmont, W. Va.. Dec. 16.—The
Two doses give relief, and one bet
he is now preparing to bring snit for permanent relief committee
, headed
divorce on the grounds of desertion. by Governor 'Dawson,
will sure any ordinary rase of Kid
to provide for
Even the separation was not known. the widows and
orphans In distress ley or bladder trouble. Remover
except to a few intimate friends, and through the
Seminal
recent explosion at the gravel, cures Diabetes,
the tact that a divorce Is to be asked mines at Monongah
pent out an ap- tmissione, Weak and Lame Back
for came like a thunderbolt. It is peal for
funds. Contributions of Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
strongly hinted that Mr.' Schwab, clothing,
toys for the orphans at the Kidneys and Bladder in
both
when free, will emulate William E. Christmas
time and similar donations men and women. Sold at 60 cents
Corey and marry an actress. although are to be
sent to W. H. Moore, may°, 'per box in the no cure ne
pay basis
:his is not confirmed.
of Monongah. The committee's apjy McPltertion's Drug store, Feurtu
peal says: "Fully 2'50 widows and
Ind Broadway, wits agent for Peda1,000 chl:dren are left without any
ls's, or sent by mail upon receipt of
means of support. As near as can
be determined at this time almost price by Lark Medicine Co.. Lost,'
,
i1,
$50.000 has been subecribed. Upon
the basis of $300 for each widew and
$100 for each child under 16 years of
MEN AND WOMEN.
c...us fe,rmlo•torla
age $173,000 will he required. At
41p-Tarce...neammetwris,
frr;t•ttoop or ul,mation,
least $25,000 ve II be necessary to
of mu r nom rvent,rwnet.
ar.,1 not Sattia•
provide, on relatively the same hails,
g•nt nr
• 11 I.
for the aged dependents of the unSold by Dreamier;
or
east
to
sisnn
‘
1,11.D1411N.
married victims, bringing the total up
•Ipress. pregvd, for
111 OD. or /I Saab.,Ii 75.
to $200,000."
vacalar sees ea ressise

NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, MIL,
D. A. Dailey, Prop.
fewest and but hotel in the city.
Sates $2.00.
Two large sample
Palms. Rath rooms, El" tric
Ligh1o.
Etre only centrally located Hotel IN
the city.
00aLMERCIAL PATRONAGE EN
1.107TED,

R. L. McMurtrie
field

Ilione

842.

Manufacturer of

Mattresses
Firsiture Stored and Packed
403 learns St

$2.70

For

Show Window
And Christmas Tree
Decorations
Use miniature electric lights. We have
them for sale or for rent.
leo

The Paducah Light & Power Co.
t • I,

Worth of San itol
-Toilet Preparations for

$1.00
We would be glad to
have you call at our
storei,and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
Both phones 756.

S. H. WINSTEAD
_Druguilat_
Seventh and droad way.

COURTS 17 YEARS; PAYS $8,000.
Das Moines Capitalist Losee Breach
of Promise Snit to Teacher.
Des Moines. Dec. 16.—J. B. Gray,
Des Moines capitalist, must pay Winifred McKenzie, a. Hampton school
teacher, $8,0-0.0 as balm for a lacerated heart because he courted her
for seventeen years and then eloped
with Marie I.eveke, of Des Moines
Misd McKenzie brotight suit for $25.040 damages for breach of promise
The trial lasted a week and love letters from Gray, written after his secret marriage, were produced. Gray a
defense was that he had been pursued by the school teacher, who had
repeatedly asked him to wed her.
The jury was out thirty-four hours
Eleven men held out for $20,00o
damages and one for nominal damages. As a compromise $S,000, was
agreed upon.
Are you the man that wrote this
.soap ad
I am.
Original with you
*that'll you take...for the dramatic
riihts?—WashIngt011 Herald..
•

buy horses,
sell horses,
board horses
do a general
livery business.

haTuly Livery Company

Horne Seekers' tickets to all
points in the south and soutpwest, including New Orleans,
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good re:timing for thirty days.
Frankfort, Ky..--Inauguration of Gov. Willson. Hound
trip $S.60. Tickets to be sold
December 9th and 10th, good
returning until December 10.

(loreproorated.)

Fourth St. and Kentucky Ave.

KILL THE COUCH
ttik

CURE

THE LUNCS

Dr,. King's
New Discovery

'WITH

FOR Cge8r8

T.81, Bottle Free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES
OR
ISF
CuTmm
ED
OTJARA:Ltw
ATm
eiS
um
iA
ni
1110VEY SLEEI7NDSD.

flospow

For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
riaet..Cf,
K. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union De

r

711/

Mr.

It...;..

ar:

Tin PAD

P.AGE ETGHT

ON

There is joy in giv-

in receiving when
gift comes

your

from the house that
has a reputation.

OGILVIE'S
FOR EVERY MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD
in this section knows if it comes from Ogilvie's it has
t3 b.! right. WHY NOT THE BEST FOR THE
SAME MONEY? You can buy h(re with the
same amount just as much, if not more, as you get
elsewhere and you have that satisfied feeling of knowing it's the best and the latest. Our name on merchandise is the same is "Sterling" on silver-it's the
best to be had.
If you see an article elsewhere and think it
cheaper, compare our quality with it and then you
will tLink differently.

New York, Dee. 17.-George CanMeld, a milk deraler of Caldwell, N..1
Chicago,
Dec. 17.-Stuyvesant owns a horse which lies down to
Fish wants to put. himself and three shod, and, nutting its bead on a bunIllinois men on the directorate of dle Of hay and holding its feet In the
tho Illinois Central railroad, acarding air, makes Kself comfortable Mini.
the operation.
to Lindsay Denison, of New York,
It was while the last snow was
who came to Chicago to help Mr the ground that the animal mlop•
Fish in his fight against the Harri- this method. One day it had b.,
man faction.
slipping and atumbliug over a thi
Mr. Fish, according to Mr. Denison mile route and was tired out. It e
feels that a majority of the directors led to Arlington Russell's smith) '
ahould be Illinois men, although coun have its shoes roughened. and as leset have not fully decided that part. as the blacksmith raised its hoofs ti
ate Denison its this codnection calls la) down with with its hoofs in the
attention to a circular dated Novem- air.
ber 30, and signed by E. II. HarriRussell attached the four shoes
man and seven directors, in which while the animal was in this position. Since then every time it has
aren necessary, to roughen the sh
again it has lain down Or mono
DELICIOUS the smithy was reached. RutPURE
now brings a bag of hay and pi
under the horse's head for a
You
want the
Hest OldPRACTICES BELIEF
Fashioned
IN SPIRITUAL UNItis.
Sugar
House Molasses
Cleveland, 0., Dec. 17.-To pracProduced.
tice hie understanding of theosophy
We offer $500 as a guarantee
of absolute purity, and ask
on the union of souls, Boris Minoff.
you to try famous
a Bulgarian designer, attempted to
kill Jessie Schroeder..13 years of age,
then committed suicide. Minot,"
body was found shortly after ti
night. Denied a legal marriage •
Pure Open Kettle Sugarthe girl, the man thought of s.
marriage. Minuff, who boarded vv. n
Home Molasses.
:he Schroederm, last night sent all the
You will like "It Aland."
members of the family except Jessie
a theater. Minoff studied his theoto
ILL GROCERS
eophical books until a late hour, and
then, with a handkerchief, chloroSUMO fwmed the girl and himself. The
RICH
sill recover.
C. E. COE, Dis(ributer.
Mitchell's Candidate Winning.
Evansville, Ind Dec 17 --In the

PEOPLE AND MAKE US "YOUR STORE."
-

tri'<e•12r42,--12rJ1,.j-r-qra2e-J2e

it THEATRICAL NOTES
Pt
"Ma's New liusleuel.
The central figure whi. h la
noted
gent!.

eb

K. ntu. ky theater, reecived a letter
aa eaari 341,, 11.1en Dexter:of the
-.101,oinv lutes company,- which
Pee on Christmas eve ad•
ss• d a, folloe,:
a; Old Kentutio., in the city
"I
of Paducah,
"Home of :lie rie e hors.-, booze.
1-,1“r aid euchre,
. v.' day. with
Ii te
*Th. .1ohno .-.• Janes Show.'
11:.xter, a
teal N1:ot
,
friend you don't know.

,‘,114,0
proxies were asked for ill,
of Metiers. Astor, Harriman Cud Hack .
staff. The fourth director on the
Harriman slate, according to Mr.;
Denison, was to have been the prep--;
Chicago bank, bupt he tins
11.1.1Nola CENTRAL ident of a
THE
not yet announced his intention
RAILROAD DIRECTORY.
accepting.

OVER

2,000

HORSE RECLINES TO BE -S1100
Said to Be Plan of Fish, Who Also
New Jersey Animal Waves Foul
%Vents i4.
Re-eh-tied
Hoofs in Air.
Presideut. •

JOIN THE HAPPY MAJORITY OF PADUCi7tH

THE Dal'LltilIT ST0RE

Garments Reduced

RegularPrices Discounted
P
25 ce
ern t

On Men's Suits and Overcoats
and Children's Clothing
gathered together all Men's and Young

have
w E'Men's
Suits and Overcoats (former prices $10 to
$10) and all Children's Suits and Overcoats (former
prices $11.50 to $10) that are broken in size, pattern or
color assortment, an aggregate et over 2,000 garments,
which we offer at a reduction of-25 per oent trout the
regular prices that have prevailed throughout season.

.In excellent opportunity to buy a new
suit or overcoat for Christmas.
• AP

miss

The Kentucky
Two performances only

15
'of
.nth

RATURD1V
AND

MATINEE

rp

°set

December

MA'S NEW HUSBAND
!tool: by David Edwin. Music and'
‘11,-s by George Fletcher.

*
0

-taxa gite-in.

twee Priem: Citildreit
tile. adults 23e,

-;

images..

29- Mu:tie:0 Numbere-20
Pr
. -T5e, T11C75c,
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Torch Put to Ohio Warehouse.
West Union, 0., Dec. 17.-An unsuccessful attempt was made last
night by unknown- persons to, burn
the tobacco warehouse of Scott
Spears, an independent buyer.
The fire *as discovered about mid.
night in a shed attached to the warehouse. It was only by the prompt
and efficient help of 'the neighbors
that the warehouse was eared!
1.2 Mt'ithrtt-ltpeertrariet-brite teethe.:1less Spears, eireher.sessived through
the malt warnings frOm a society of
gres truo"-rrf deffereon -towttelriss to ft.-hist from buying and receiving tote;
co In Adams county. There is no,
clew to 'he Incendiaries.

Oc,11-0-4"iitS

"Rokland Plantation"

election it)n letesittrUt ot thee UnIteal
Mine Workers of America, the miners in this part of the state are voting at a lively rate. Wilson, who is
Mitchell's candidate for president, is
leading Lewis in the districts in
River Stages.
Southern Indiana outside of Evansand Cairo
13.2 0.6
vill,e, wh4,e in this city Wo
6.6 0.0
Chattanooga
Lewls are running about
4.2
25
Cincinnati ..
Oat
lin 7
Evansville
5.0 0.4
Florence
6.8 1.4
JohusonvIlie
8.4 1.6
i.ouieville
8.4 0.6
Mt. Carrn:.I
Nashville
/9.2 0.6%
ILO 1.1
Pittsburg
it. Louis
4.5 0.0
9.9 2.0
Mt. Vernon
Padu-ah
9.5 0,7

RIVER NEWS- I

%

p•-•,

...arep;pan(d,
ripe
it'd
rise
rive
rise
rise
rise
rise
fall
fall
at'd
rise
rise

,

HOTEL ARRIVALS

r

scrs

Jap Aim BROAAWAY
ESTABUSHLD 18,6d
lour Clothier for 39 Years.

They did nothing of the kind. Their
feet slipped out from under th
and they sat . down hard and s..
swiftly acr(ses the ice until the)
bumped against the frozen shore.
-Quack, quack!" said the ducks,
and hurried back to the barn to try
it again. The result was the same.
Again and again they are said to
half- tried the stur.t.
Now it is said they show signs of
Joy when upon retiring at nigiit,
they note evidetees of freezing before mornire

chilly by his fii:aire on III, toad and
through inabiity to mark.''
ehr ,tmas greeting. and
1" h• r
plays. he is at to wit', eed to make
lei:mess- beat the band.
ne.,
Iti h;•igliten ;be
both ends ni.,4
pa,seerous New Yea-r
.‘nd
misery of hi, plight. ":,,• 1, in love
:.r 11.1 11ix'.e Land:" •
1r
\‘!1,..1-.•
world.
chein
a
with
.1, 1,, all mankind.
.1,
awa•
b-en
- l gool, has.
be,
h.. iny:
l
by ilins:,)1" in••. This w:Ica ha,
St. Nicholas -- B. W. Bleeney,
• 1 i, the wish of
.1111 f
•••a;
Itt••:"!.
'Atm
h •Ier
rich.
Joppa, Ill.; C. P. McCarty and. wife.
'
I-• C,
hen. , w': n i r a!"
troo, ..et Charlie a Mayfield; A. C. Harrington, IndianH. th o eon
fails
apolis. lad.; W. L. Eckhouse. Ino f .Oro
a•ior..
passionat-; atoi. lo .1 n
dianapolis, Ind.; W. B. Gilbert, lu
,•
thought
lover am! ;in:
dianapolis, hid.; T. C. Muii.ns, InR'E.
Foil
1"SE
NEW
!AND
DUCKS
of part:ng. Tag.-1h, r tiaa con.eive•
dianapolis. Ind.; J. A. Harrington,
the plan of making him ate-a. as. teri
Indianapolis, Ind.; R. C. Hays, MayTnkes fklight In
son and So thee v-1, Ii r hr us 0 l'Iotk of Musco.
field; Will Taylor, Mayfield; Joe HarPond.
Froten
on
Skating
ne of the
whose hillitn• he
nett, Mayfield; J. W. Brown, 'Maymost
G.
field; E. B. Jackson, Cedar
17.--Ezekiel W. Manley, East Prairie, Mo.; J. C.
owing to Ill..- oti.vo,, !-..cior.i,11..
York,
Nf w
:011
Guests, tutor.
Cra!a!"or:l. of Northport._ L. I., has a McFadden, New Albany, Ind.; J. M.
:n
elii-eovy ducks which acci- Dyke. Calvert City; Burton Robby,
well as the ion, r, a ye a!:
k
rb ..ai,y have invented a. slew game. Eddyville, III.; J. A. Hobbs. Eddythe merry train
Olehtio. 1.1 y a no :n the habit of flying
until the actor
11.1.; J. E.'Nesselrod. Eddyville,
of :.-om the barn to a duck pond on
and proves his right I thIII.; R. Downs, Murray; H. J. ban;al at
"Ma's new. Husband"
craw:"ool's ;arm and entering the dram", Smith:and; Guy Walker; Benr..1
The muSical numbers
rebOUntting SORIA.
ton.
to as being tuneful and IH.I.ultry, 0,0
Wh-n Willer arrived and the pond
Palmer- Pefer McGee. Kansas
Ind be ,.on,e Nl
kind that catch the ci
c Win n'tt with smooth ice the ducks,
City. Mo.; C. W. Berger, Cincinnati:
familiar in the home at- 1 on tio • tb.v. iron) no.. barn as usual. Nearing
C. S. Spencer, Chicago; Hunter Wood.
street.
the surface of the pond they extendHopirinaville; S. M. Kellogg, Bowling
evidentflying.
ed their feet and quit
Look What Charlie ted!
Green, Teue; William Brady, St.
4,x14-4 Ijf0 stillest] Into the water. L01116; N. P. Max. Dunkirk;_ J. M.
Tren,erer Chatlie Carney. of the
Franklin, St. Louis.
Belvedere-W. F. Hutchinson, Ft.
Worth, Tex.; Thomas Fisher, Nash vale; R. h. Bishop, Lowes; B. S.
James, Evansville; William F. Hall.,
Webster; N. 0. Gray. Kuttawa; 0. J.
Rush, Brookport; J. H. Adams, Camp
Point, Ill.
Richmond--E. R."-Jones, Paris,
Tenn.; Denton- Lynn, Buckeye, Mo.;
01,. W. Bennett, Hereford, Tex.: J.
Ctrigler, Oxford. Ind.; Walter Horn,
St. Louis; S. M. Williams, Dover,
Tenn.; .1. P. Moreland-. Pinkneyville;
John K. Good-rid, St. Louis.

harry Scott Co. presents the musical
fottlishness •
•
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THREE HOME MEN
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ing and pleasure
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UT EVENING SUN

Specials
For TornorroW
$1.25 Kid Gloves 59c
We offer as a special for tomorrow 15 dozen two clasp
white glace French Kiri gloves. These gloves are
frcm regular'stock and sold at $1.25 a pair. Specially
priced tomorrow
59c

$1.50 Umbrella Value $1.00
We have about 12 dozen high grade umbrellas with
plain and fancy handles, some very rare designs that
are only seen on high grac'e umbrellas. We offer the
entire assortment at

Excellent Showing of Hand Bags
and Purses
We call your attention to the splendid asso:tment cf
high class hand bags and books. We have some extreme styles in very fine skin; which are priced, at a
very reasonable figt\-e. Bags from 50c to $15

The Buttorff *ill be In from
clarksville tomorrow morning, and
ill i.e.'e at noon for Nashville.
The towboat Inverness got in lam
right from the Cumberland river
,lib a tow of ties and took them on
'
'0 Breokpert this marling. She will
leare Ole afternoon. for the Cumber' land.
The I4-:smer got away today for
Nashville atter a tow of Ilea.
The Clyde arrived from the Ten.
ressee this morning and went on to
Joppa. She will come back and leave
for the Tennessee Wednesday night.
The John S. Hopkins is due Wednesday night from Evansvil4e.
The Blue Spot. which has been laid
up for repairs, will try to get away
today for the Tennessee after ties.
•
The steamer Harth will take a tow
of empties to Caseyvtile tomorrow
and will bring back a loaded tow.
The Dick Fowler Is doles; a fins
passenger business to and from all
paints between Cairo and Paducah.
The Chaney Damb will be taken on
the dry docks In a day or two for
repairs. The Lulu Warren will be let
In the water when the other boat is
taken on.
River stage, 9.5. a rise of 0.7.
While the Dick Fowler was taking
on lumber at Green's landing last
night a few of the crew enjoyed a
'possum hunt. Three large animals
were killed and a fine roast supper
was enjoyed.
The coal shipments from Pitteburg
on the recent rise is 3,500,000
bushels.
On January 14. 1908. civil service
examinations Will be held in the office
of the inspector of the sixteenth light- house dietrict, room No. 32, custom
house, Memphis, to fill the position
of engineer and assistant engineer In
the lighthouse service for duty on
hoard the United States lighthouse
tender Oleander.
Official Forecasts,
The Ohio. from Evansville to Cairo.
will contiune rising during the next
several does.
The Tennessee, from Florence to
the mouth will continue rising during the next three days.
The Mississippi, ,.from below Si,
Louis to above Cairo, very little
change during the next 36 hours.
The Wabash, at Mt. Carmel, will
continue Tieing during the next 36
hours.
ATTORNEYS. GO TO MURRAY
TO ATTEND SPECIAL
COURT.
+
4,Attorneys D. H. Hughes and John
K. Hendrick left this morning
for
l Murray to attend a special
term of
circlet court called to hear the
'Mienle--tateeiteRsleeteert- Of troy 1.41.4 er"."---.
"-----'''''
of W. P. Gatlin. The suit is
quite it
earn-olkated one and severaI
days'
..
t-ime- seil+ 4.1e-et:mounted TR
rearing the
evidence and argaments.
tee San Want Ads.-Beat results.

